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SECTION – A 
 
Q.1) a) Comment on the revival of regionalism 
 
Answer:  
World politics has seen a resurgence of regionalism over the last ten years. Old regionalist 
organizations have been revived, new organizations formed, and the call for strengthened regionalist 
arrangements have been central to many of the debates about the nature of the post-Cold War 
international order. In contemporary times, regionalism has emerged as the alternative to the 
globalism. 
 
Joseph Nye pointed two major classes of regionalist activity:  

a) Micro-economic organizations involving formal economic integration and characterized by 
formal institutional structures. 

b) Macro-regional political organizations concerned with controlling conflict. 
 
USA inward shift: The west, led by the United States of America, which was the forerunner of the 
international order, is steadily moving inward. This inward turn has accelerated in recent years as 
liberal politics have made way for far-right populist ideologies that blame the national economy's 
globalisation for the suffering of the populace at large.  
 
Interest specific alliance: The zeal with which America is promoting the Quad and inviting India to 
join the G7 demonstrates the importance that America places on interest-specific alliances. The rest 
of the world is also exhibiting a move away from international institutions. To address its security 
challenges in the wake of an assertive China, India, for instance, is more interested in JAI (Japan, 
Australia, India), QUAD, Sagarmala, IORA, and other regional and interest-specific groupings. India 
also quietly convened a SAARC member meeting and discussed the COVID-19 pandemic and 
strengthened regional cooperation in the fight against coronavirus. 
 
Protectionist trade blocs: According to J N Bhagwati ‘spaghetti bowl’ system, it is difficult to clearly 
trace a particular state’s path within the web of complex, multiple, overlapping, regional trade 
agreements. Regionalism as a phenomenon was a result of twin processes – regions intersecting with 
economic globalization at the international level alongside creating protectionist trade blocs at the 
regional or sub-regional level.  
 
Dilution of global institutions: The developed world claims that the developing world unfairly 
benefits from the existing international institutions and receives benefits at the expense of the 
developed world. This point of view is clear in America's criticism of China and India for their high 
levels of agricultural subsidies and their lack of financial support for the environment. Instead, 
according to developing nations, developed nations impose their own rules on the rest of the world 
using the existing international institutions. This point of view was clear during the Doha trade 
negotiations. 
 
Global institutions are under more pressure than ever, and as a result, they don’t respond effectively. 
Because unjust governance structures and insufficient backing from the two current superpowers, 
the US and China. Global leaders must recognise this new reality and to try to ensure that the 
emerging institutions and alliances can work together. The rise of globalization and concerns over 
terrorism, drug trafficking and pandemics such as HIV/AIDS and Covid-19 have shown that states 
can no longer react unilaterally to those threats and that it is only through regional and global 
regimes that response can be coordinated to deal with security 
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b) Highlight the difference between ‘Modernists’ and ‘Eco-radicals’ 
 
Answer:  
Modernism ( Ecomodernism) is an environmental philosophy that contends humans should maintain 
nature while also improving human well-being by inventing technologies that divorce human 
progress from environmental consequences. It promotes state action focused on technological 
progress. As stated by Nordhaus, ecomodernism is a reaction against "the environmental 
movement's apocalyptic doomsaying, soft-energy utopianism, and obsessive moralizing about 
consumption.”  while eco-radicals insist that the only way to stop catastrophic climate change is 
through a fundamental transformation of our capitalist consumer society. 
 
Differences: 
On technology: eco modernist contends that technological advancement may protect nature and 
increase human well-being by isolating economic growth from environmental effects. Whereas eco 
radicals believe that humans are a part of natural ecosystems and the relationships that exist within 
them. Its goal is to develop sustainable human "civilization" in its natural surroundings. 
 
Their attribute: the Ecomodernist Manifesto is meant to be inclusive, appealing to anyone who 
wishes to solve the climate crisis within the parameters. As journalist Mark Lynas states, "solving 
climate change does not include rolling back capitalism, suspending the free market, or halting 
economic expansion." While Eco radicals are a nonconformist group. Rejects current consumer 
society and argues for a greater understanding of the worth of nature. To do this, they have formed 
grassroots groups to carry out direct activities in support of ecological preservation. For example, 
non-hierarchical resistance groups like “Earth First” that support taking direct action to protect 
Mother Nature, such as ecotage, civil disobedience, and monkeywrenching. 
 
Urbanisation and energy security: According to the Ecomodernist Manifesto, urbanisation, 
agricultural intensification, nuclear power, aquaculture, and desalination have the potential to lessen 
human environmental needs. While eco radicals value environment more as compared to human life. 
It disregards human interests and concentrates on the importance of animal species, particularly in 
the struggle against extinction. 
 
Environmentalism liberal: eco radical vision of the conservation of the planet is related to the 
production of wealth. To do this, look for solutions to resource scarcity while remaining unconcerned 
about the direction or purposes of the exploitation. 
 
Conclusion:  
As stated in a paper entitled An Ecomodernist Manifesto, Ecomodernists contended that increased 
human well-being comes at the expense of the natural environment. Environmental advocacy groups 
have argued that human-caused climate change, ozone depletion, and ocean acidification endanger 
natural ecosystems and jeopardise the continued improvement of people's well-being. 
The same thing is being offered by both eco-modernists and eco-radicals: hope for a future. However, 
none can assure that their chosen course would result in a breakthrough rather than a breakdown. It 
might be accurate to state that they have a smart hunch that a breakthrough is conceivable based on 
their expertise and experience. They seem to prioritise occupying the moral high ground, being 
persuasive, and being heard by their audience. Both contend to speak for what the people's true 
needs or desires are. In some ways, eco-modernists target eco-radicals more frequently than the 
other way around. This might be because of the eco-radicals' perception of eco-modernists as 
representatives of the "business as usual" mentality. 
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c) How Terrorism is a challenge to states and international community. 
 
Answer:  
Terrorism is a plague from which no country and international community is immune. Terrorism does 
more than killing the innocent: it weakens democratic regimes, even in established democracies such 
as India, the United States, and Europe. Terrorism's instilling fear may skew public debates, 
undermine moderates, elevate political extremists, and polarise nations. A variety of players, including 
governments, international organisations, and civil society, can reduce the magnitude and breadth of 
terrorist violence, as well as its most catastrophic political consequences. 
 
Terrorism and soft power:  Joseph Nye, soft power theory, stated that soft power is the ability to 
attain goals by using attraction rather than coercion. The power of terrorist organisations in the 
modern world can be explained by the theory of soft power. They propagate their beliefs and ideals 
throughout the world to influence, motivate, and ultimately win over people to terrorism. This kind of 
power is occasionally not possessed by states. States' lack of soft power can, at times, undermine 
their own legitimacy and cause them to lose control over their citizens. 
 
Globalization of insurgency: According to Vinci, the phenomenon of insurgency has become more 
widespread because of globalisation. It talks about armed organisations as insurgents who control 
global politics. They expand their operations on a global scale in a variety of spheres, including the 
military, the economy, and politics. Jihad ideology is propagated throughout the world by terrorist 
organisations like Al-Qaeda, ISIS, and Abu Sayyaf to motivate their allies to commit acts of terrorism. 
 
Democratizing technology: Things become democratic because of globalisation, making them 
available to the public and free from restriction. The challenge posted by the concept of 
“democratizing technology” is  proposed by Joseph Nye. He claimed that the democratisation of 
technology gives terrorist organisations free access to weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and other 
cutting-edge technology that can counterbalance state power. As non-state actors, this gives 
terrorist organisations the ability to influence the global order. 
 
Terrorism challenges state sovereignty and international community: Terrorism challenges the 
sovereignty of a State because it questions the State’s ability to protect its citizens against violence 
and therefore, the States needs to be perceived as acting against it. After the events of 9/11, it also 
constitutes a challenge to the nature of the State in international law and to the international 
community. 
 
GEORGE W. BUSH rightly quoted "Like slavery and piracy, terrorism has no place in the modern 
world." To mitigate the danger terrorism poses to states an international community, the state should 
continue to emphasize intelligence-sharing and expand such efforts when possible. Improving social 
services to marginalised communities is vital, especially in new areas with many recent refugees. This 
involves governments, civil society organizations, and the international aid community. 
 
The “Tech Against Terrorism” initiative was launched in 2017 as a direct response to terrorist abuse 
of technology. A joint private-public partnership that aims to help Member States and companies 
address these and related issues, it enjoys the support and active involvement of key industry leaders, 
including Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and Twitter.  
 
In foreign policy, states and international organisations should try to decrease the intensity of wars in 
the Middle East by pressing states like Saudi Arabia and Iran to end their interventions, and in 
general, try to prevent and resolve wars in the region. 
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d) Comment on ongoing Great-Power Competition and Democracy 
 
Answer:  
The Cold War has been replaced by the big power rivalry. Great power competition is fundamentally a 
struggle for global dominance and strength between the United States, European Union, China, and 
Russia. However, the great power competition is much more than a military or economic issue. Russia 
and China, too, use the monolithic influence of their totalitarian governments to undermine freedom 
and democratic values. 
 
As a result, great power competition manifests itself in cyber espionage, defence planning, 5G tech, 
international aid, intellectual property theft, supply chains, coalition-building, election influence, 
military exercises, and other activities. 
 
Great Power Competition and the Path to Democracy: In the zone of great power struggle, minor 
states may emerge as democracies. Great power competition generates opposing political forces and 
numerous pressure organisations to limit governmental powers and place local actors in strategic 
competition within a democratic framework. 
 
Great power competition creates multiple canters of power:  It makes actors interconnected 
and reduces their reluctance to democratise. Great power competition also improves the 
efficiency of local elite sanctioning procedures. Most crucial ly, democratic influence should 
be constant to halt unconstrained autocracy promotion efforts that present themselves in 
aggressive political and military activities aimed at undermining target countries' 
sovereignty. 
 
Great power competition is complicating global cooperation: As Robert Kagan wrote recently, 
the biggest question of the coming decades may be whether countries can “confine the global 
competition to the economic and political realms and thus spare themselves and the world from 
the horrors of the next great war or even the still frightening confrontations of another cold war.” 
Democratic countries, led primarily by the United States, have attempted to establish a 
united front in support of Ukraine's defence against Russia's invasion. whereas the Chinese 
government has so far refrained from condemning Russia's activities in Ukraine. Western 
countries have frequently cautioned Beijing not to provide military assistance to Moscow.  
 
China's challenge to the US-led order:  Even more than Russia, China is determined to shift the 
international system away from the USA and towards itself. China is indicating that it no longer 
considers the US-led world system to be legitimate. China's rise and challenge to the United States as 
the world's most powerful nation resonates particularly among the global south. It is geared at 
developing countries with an emphasis on similar stages of development or historical experience with 
colonialism, as well as highlighting ideals of sovereignty and non-interference.  
 
Conclusion:  
As professor John Lewis Gaddis once described “the calculated relationship of means to large 
ends”—great-power competition is sorely lacking. For starters, it’s not clear whether competition is 
itself a means or an end. 
Despite the deepening schism between the two sides, Western democracies continue to hope for 
some sort of cooperation with Beijing on matters such as climate change. However, given the 
increasing competitiveness and growing mistrust, it has not been easy. While governments 
understand the need to collaborate, more active cooperation may occur only on certain issues: 
mutual scepticism will prevail among the many capitals. 
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e) AUKUS and proliferation risks 
 
Answer:  
AUKUS is a trilateral security agreement signed by Australia, the United States, and the 
United Kingdom in September of last year (2021. Under the treaty, the US and the UK will 
assist Australia in developing and deploying nuclear submarines to enhance the West's 
military presence in the Pacific. As stated by Arzan Tarapore, beyond submarines, AUKUS 
seeks to win the technology competition with China by pooling resources and integrating 
supply chains for defence- related science, industry, and supply chains . 
 
AUKUS nuclear-powered submarine collaboration: The submarine purchase may also cause other 
countries to reconsider their submarine ambitions, perhaps igniting new proliferation dynamics 
among the world's SSN (nuclear-powered assault submarine) hopefuls. The resources and technology 
required to build and operate these vessels are prohibitively expensive for most states, but the 
announcement that the United States and United Kingdom are willing to assist Australia may 
encourage other countries to follow suit, with potential suppliers such as China and Russia willing to 
assist other countries. 
 
Southeast Asian Critiques of AUKUS: The ASEAN countries most critical of AUKUS are Indonesia and 
Malaysia. Both have expressed concerns about AUKUS's 'nuclear' elements. AUKUS as a driver of a 
nuclear arms race in the Indo-Pacific area. 
 
Eroding the rules: The harm that AUKUS could do to the international mechanism that regulates the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons is at the top of the list of concerns. If US and UK aid to Australia's 
nuclear submarine development is perceived as breaking the norms, it may increase differences 
among regime members and undercut pledges that have slowed the spread of nuclear weapons 
technology. 
 
Escalation dangers of cruise missiles: The transfer of Tomahawk cruise missiles to Australia 
underscores two issues: a potential spreading of cruise missile hazards and a weakening of the export 
control regime for critical missile technologies (the MTCR). This is because, in the future, if the United 
States deploys nuclear cruise missiles under development (the SLCM-N), neither China nor the DPRK 
would know whether a cruise missile launched from an American or Australian submarine was 
nuclear armed until it detonated, prompting a counter-launch before the missile strikes. 
 
Unvarnished power politics: Broader geostrategic consequences must be carefully considered. One 
potential is that the AUKUS accord will accelerate the trend toward raw power politics in the Asia 
Pacific, especially if it brings China and Russia closer together while pushing ASEAN countries apart. 
 
Way forward: 
Raising international awareness of Australia's legislation, which prevents the development of nuclear 
weapons and uranium enrichment facilities, will help reassure other countries that Australia is still 
committed to nuclear non-proliferation. 
Immediate collaboration with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to develop new 
monitoring mechanisms would boost trust that Australia intends to utilise its nuclear reactors 
exclusively for naval nuclear propulsion. Repairing and recommitting to the MTCR (including a vow by 
AUKUS allies not to further erode export limits on the most sensitive technologies that could be used 
to deliver nuclear weapons) will help minimise arms racing dynamics. 
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Q.2) a) Bring out the major challenges of India’s Foreign Policy in post-covid 19 era. 
 
Answer:  
It is said that foreign policy is a mirror of domestic priorities. What one nation aspires to be or needs 
to be, decides its foreign policy. In the past two years, the corona virus’s presence has changed 
everything and also our domestic priorities. The global landscape has changed a lot, and India must 
carefully navigate the muddy waters. 
 
The rise of China and its expansionism, the reassertion of Russia, the reordering of US global 
priorities, and the breakdown of the post-Cold War global political and economic order have opened 
up unprecedented challenges and opportunities for India.  
Major Challenges of India’s Foreign Policy In Post-Covid 19 Era 

 Dealing with China - pandemic has not only increased the awareness of the dangers of 
overdependence on China for manufactured goods, including pharmaceutical drugs and 
medical equipment, but also triggered political calls for greater resilience in the supply   

o China’s growing influence in multilateral institutions such as the WHO, & regional 
institutions like AIIB, SCO,etc must be countered effectively  

o The US trade disputes with China- US pushback against China in the security 
domain- & following up Trump’s Indo-pacific policy, strengthening Quad, unveiling 
the AUKUS, etc - India must use this smartly to become a regional hegemon 

o Resolution of the military crisis between India and China triggered by Beijing’s 
aggression in the Ladakh region in the spring of 2020 

o Chinese Intrusion into India’s Strategic Space: China, due to its chequebook 
diplomacy has been already pushing India in its strategic space i.e. Indian 
subcontinent. 

 Balancing USA with Russia, while simultaneously preventing them from cozying up with 
Pakistan, China or any other regional adversary. 

o Embracing realpolitik: India needs to shed its pacifist policy & follow realist 
geopolitics. It leave its declared idealism follow realpolitik. It should shed the attitude 
of being a champion of abstract norms and universal principles & shift towards more 
realistic appreciation of power and its role in shaping the global order. 

 Reviving the Economy and achieving double digit growth: Post-COVID rapid economic 
growth is sine qua non for projecting hard and soft power. 

 Intensified broad-based security partnerships- strengthening its security partnership with 
Washington, & also complementing the US partnership by trying to build a coalition of 
middle powers that could limit the turbulence generated by the rivalry amongst the US, 
China and Russia. 

o India should devote greater energies to the development of strategic partnerships 
with middle powers such as France in Europe and Japan in Asia. 

o Upping India’s Engagement in Indo-Pacific & With Quad. 
 Regaining Regional Primacy: India’s traditional primacy in the region was built on a mix of 

material aid, political influence and historical ties. Now, India’s political influence is steadily 
declining, its ability to materially help the neighbourhood will shrink in the wake of Covid-19, 
and its historical ties alone may not maintain India’s regional hegemony. It must regain the 
lost space in the immediate neighbourhood as well as the extended neighbourhood. 

 Focusing on Regional Health Multilateralism & Vaccine diplomacy: India must   focus on 
‘regional health multilateralism’ using its relative advantage in the pharma sector, and project 
its soft power and build good faith.  

 Balancing domestic priorities with foreign policy objectives- balance domestic political and 
economic needs with national interests to be secured by foreign policy goals. For example, 
focus on COVID-19 recovery should not limit India’s strategic ambitions in global space. 
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 Maintaining Strategic autonomy- in a post-COVID-19, India’s freedom to pursue Strategic 
autonomy might be reduced. For example, India might find it harder to resist demands of a 
closer military relationship with the U.S.. 

 
As per C. Raja Mohan, instead of responding to the new global economic challenges within the old 
North–South perspective, New Delhi must contribute to the construction and maintenance of a new 
consensus amongst the major economic actors for sustainable global growth and fair distribution of 
benefits and costs. 
As India responds to new global opportunities, the constraints on the country are more internal than 
external. Without a more rapid and higher-quality growth, India’s international performance will 
remain underwhelming. 
 
b) Highlight the main features of WTO. Do you agree that WTO has failed to create a just global 
financial and trade system? 
 
Answer:  
Salient Features of World Trade Organisation: 
WTO, which emerged out of the Bretton Woods System, is part of the global economic governance 
system, and consists of the following features- 

 Non-Discrimination: It means two things: 
o Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN) treatment- no discrimination will be done by a 

member of state between different trading states who are also members of WTO 
o National Treatment obligation- prohibits a country from discriminating against other 

countries. 
 Rule - based Free Trade multilateral system:   to promote rule-based free trade among 

nations through negotiations by working for progressive liberalization. 
 Stability in the Trading System:  member states are committed not to raise tariff and non-

tariff trade barriers arbitrarily. This provides stability and predictability to the trading system. 
 Promotion of Fair & Just Competition: provides for transparent, fair and undistorted 

competition among the various countries.  
 Special Concern for Developing Countries:  it has given them more time to adjust to 

agreements under it and also some special privileges. WTO would deal with not only the 
disputes in the area of trade in goods but a whole range of issues such services and 
intellectual property rights. 

 Market Access Commitment on reciprocity basis  
 
HAS WTO FAILED TO DELIVER ON ITS KEY OBJECTIVES: 
Every State evaluates the successes & failures of WTO depending upon the national interest & foreign 
policy gaols. While the developed economies evaluate WTO from the lens of trade liberalization and 
market access, the developing world and LDCs view the WTO from the perspective of creation of just 
& fair financial and trade system. 
Achievements: 

 The WTO has not only enhanced the value and quantity of trade but has also helped in 
eradicated trade and non - trade barriers. WTO has also broadened the trade governance 
scope to trade in investment, services and intellectual property 

 It has contributed immensely to global economic growth over the last seven decades, by 
reducing average tariffs and steadily eliminating non-tariff barriers, improved living 
standards, helped to underpin peace and security. 

 The developing & least-developed countries receive extra attention in the WTO 
 Many countries like India, China, Brazil, Tiger economies, etc have benefitted from WTO   
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Key challenges faced by WTO- 
 Decision Making- There is a general emphasis on consensus-based decision-making, which 

tends to disadvantage developing countries which may have no permanent representation at 
the WTO’s Geneva headquarters or have delegations much smaller then those of developed 
countries 

o Subtle biases and the general lack of transparency and accountability in its decision-
making processes have led to the WTO being described as a ‘rich man’s club’. 

 The WTO Tramples Labour and Human Rights. Its rules put the “rights” of corporations to 
profit over human and labour rights. 

 WTO is seeking to privatize essential public services such as education, health care, energy 
and water-this inevitably puts poor people and poor countries at disadvantage. 

 Destruction of Environment: The organization is being used by corporations to dismantle 
national environmental protections, which are attacked as “barriers to trade”. 

 WTO has failed to conclude a single trade-negotiation round of global trade talks. The Doha 
Development Round, which was very important for developing countries, began in November 
2001, but failed to reach conclusion. 

 During the current COVID-19 crisis, for example, some countries have imposed questionable 
export controls on medical supplies and food products in order to mitigate shortages.\ 

 WTO is highly biased towards the developed and rich nations- they can maintain high 
import duties and quotas; impose non-tariff; subsidise & protect their while developing ones 
are pressed to open their markets;  

 The TRIPs agreement is unjust towards developing world as it limits them from utilizing 
advanced technology that originates from West. It jeopardizes health and human lives. 

 Free trade is not working for the majority of the world. During the most recent period of 
rapid growth in global trade and investment (1960 to 1998) inequality worsened both 
internationally and within countries 

 
Case Study of India: 
WTO has been a mixed bag for India. The rule-based globalized trade system has boosted the growth 
rate of the economy, but at the same time, the growth has been iniquitous and unjust. Indian farmers 
and small businesses have suffered. India’s food security programme has come under scanner as it 
crossed de minimis under the Amber Box. Also, India MSP system is seen as trade distorting measure. 
Although India has been demanding to include its food security programme under Green Box or 
revise the base prices, but there hasn’t been any progress. 
 
The performance of WTO has been mixed one. Some countries have benefitted while others have lost. 
There have been intra-country variations too. Mostly rich & developed regions have benefitted more 
from the liberal trade regime of WTO, while poor & backward regions have suffered.  
A moribund WTO does not serve any country’s interest & hence reforms are needed. An effective, 
rules-based international trade system is a public good, and therefore all members should endeavour 
maintain its credibility.  
In a world economy already imperilled by COVID-19, members must show political will, 
determination, and flexibility so as to make it fair, just & equitable for everyone. 
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c) Discuss the prospects of the emergence of New Nuclear age.  Do you think that nuclear taboo is 
vanishing? Provide arguments in support of your view. 
 
Answer:  

Context: A recent magazine issue named “Meeting the Challenges of a New Nuclear Age,” explores 
the dangerous multipolar nuclear order that has emerged from the end of the Cold War, with an 
emphasis on the major powers of the United States, Russia, and China. The authors highlight the 
increasing risks of nuclear use in the twenty-first century, while proposing steps for reducing that.  
Nina Tannenwald herself called for the revision of the thesis that she provided in 2007. 
Also, recent massive increase in nuclear stockpile & ICBMs by China has started the discussion 
about beginning of a new nuclear age. 

 
The nuclear age began in mid-July 1945 when a nuclear bomb was detonated at the Trinity test site  
in New Mexico. It fundamentally changed the nature of world politics and military strategy. It made 
total war obsolete & a shift to a policy of "massive retaliation" through the doctrine of ‘Mutually 
assured Destruction [MAD]. 
 
Up to the end of cold war, the world order was bipolar - with USA and Russia as the two poles. But 
post-cold war, world order has become multipolar - with many established nuclear powers, and few 
aspiring nuclear powers like Iran, Turkey, South Korea, Saudi Arabia, etc. Recently, China has been 
investing heavily in nuclear weapons and ICBMs, which has left the scholars worried.  
 
The Recent Trend-The year 2019 has been an inflection point for three key features of a new nuclear 
age: renewed nuclear competition among several great powers; the emergence of new nuclear 
powers, both adversaries and allies; and a greater tolerance for escalation among existing nuclear 
powers, with potentially catastrophic consequences.  
Why are States going for Nuclear weapons? 

 Anxious Allies - USA’s America first policy and isolationism— has made the allies anxious. 
Many US allies like Saudi Arabia, South Korea etc want to have nuclear deterrence of their 
own. 

 Europe doesn’t trust US anymore and wants French nuclear umbrella. 
 Regional/great power ambitions-   Iran & Turkey wants to acquire its own arsenal. 
 Nuclear flash point: South Asia – 

o Tensions between India and Pakistan, both nuclear weapons capable, often reach 
nuclear edge. 

o China is making huge investments in stockpiling ICMS and nuclear warheads 
 Rapidly deteriorating U.S.-Russian relations 
 Russian invasion of Ukraine & USA’s inability to do anything against North Korea has made the 

smaller states believe that nuclear deterrence is the ultimate guarantee for security. 
Thus, we can conclude that a new nuclear age has begun, where there are multiple nuclear actors, 
and where the nuclear taboo is weakening.  
 
Is nuclear taboo is vanishing?  
Nuclear Taboo- is a normative inhibition against the first use of nuclear weapons. It stems from a 
powerful sense of revulsion associated with such destructive weapons.  
As per Nina Tannenwald,  nuclear taboo played an important role in restraining U.S. leaders from 
resorting to first use of nuclear weapons during and after the Cold War. She argues that although 
deterrence also played a role, without the emergence of this normative stigma since 1945, nuclear 
weapons might have been used again. Almost 77 years have passed since the last use of nuclear 
weapons. 
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Current Status: 
Most scholars agree that the nuclear taboo is weakening and most of the states are getting inclined 
towards nuclear deterrence. 
As per Nina Tannenwald, while the taboo remains a widely shared norm of the international 
community, it is under pressure from both the authoritarian non-democratic leaders and other 
nuclear-armed governments- 

 Today, a new nuclear era is emerging—one of multiple nuclear powers, intersecting rivalries, 
increased regional tensions in Europe and Asia, and new technological arms races in both 
nuclear and nonnuclear systems.   

 In this emerging nuclear era, key norms that have underpinned the existing nuclear order—
most crucially deterrence, non-use and non-proliferation—are under stress.  

 Arms control & disarmament institutions are weakening or disappearing as a source of 
nuclear restraint. For example, U.S. withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty 
in 2002 and from the Iran agreement (JCPOA) in May 2018. UN Conference on Disarmament 
& NPT are also weak & ineffective. 

 Most disturbingly, nuclear weapons are being re-legitimized in states’ security policies. 
 Role of bellicose nuclear threats in both normalizing nuclear weapons and raising the risks of 

nuclear war. For example, Trump’s threats to North Korea. Other example is that of North 
Korea’s acquisition of nuclear and ballistic missile capabilities, in violation of the NPT, and its 
highly risky policy of nuclear threats and brinkmanship that has put pressure on the taboo. 

 
States are inclining more towards nuclear deterrence [MAD] rather than relying solely on Nuclear 
taboo. Some analysts, such as Kenneth Waltz, argued that nuclear proliferation should be welcomed 
rather than discouraged. Waltz held that nuclear weapons would enable relatively weak states to 
deter stronger and more aggressive neighbors from attacking them, in much the same way that the 
United States and the Soviet Union had relied on mutual deterrence to ensure peace between them. 

 The nuclear powers themselves continue to believe firmly in the benefits of retaining their 
nuclear capabilities.   NATO continue to tout the great value of deterrence and first use as the 
basis for security a position that has been revalorized today by Russia’s intervention in 
Ukraine 

 All the nuclear-armed states—are modernizing their nuclear arsenals 
 China is heavily investing to increase its nuclear stockpiles & ICBMs 
 New states like Iran, Turkey, Saudi Arabia and South Korea desire to develop nuclear 

deterrence as they don’t trust nuclear taboo 
 Nuclear Posture Review, released in 2018 by US Govt.- represents a giant leap backward for 

the nuclear taboo.It embraces the outdated view that nuclear superiority matters 
 
 
Q.3) a) Discuss the evolution of United Nations peacekeeping and peacebuilding. What has been the 
role of the United Nations in maintaining a just world order? 
 
Answer:  
The United Nations Security Council approved the deployment of a few military observers to the 
Middle East in May 1948 to establish the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO) to 
keep an eye on the armistice agreement between Israel and its Arab neighbours. This was the 
beginning of the first UN peacekeeping mission. 
 
More than one million men and women have participated in more than 70 UN peacekeeping missions 
over the past 70 years, flying the UN's flag. Currently, 14 peacekeeping operations employ more than 
100,000 military, police, and civilian people from 125 different nations. 
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The evolution of United Nations peacekeeping and peacebuilding  
The early years: The major tasks of peacekeeping were to uphold ceasefires and stabilize local 
conditions, which was essential support for political initiatives to settle disputes peacefully. The first 
large-scale mission was the UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC), which began in 1960 and peaked at 
approximately 20,000 military soldiers. 
 
The post-cold war surge: The Cold War's end fundamentally altered the strategic environment for 
UN peacekeeping. The UN changed and expanded its field operations, moving from "conventional" 
missions that typically involved military troops doing observational tasks to intricate, 
"multidimensional" businesses. In addition to monitoring human rights, reforming the security sector, 
and assisting with the disarmament, demobilisation, and reintegration of former combatants, UN 
peacekeepers are now being expected to take on a wider range of challenging responsibilities. 
1989 to 1994- In the years following the conclusion of the Cold War, the number of peacekeeping 
missions skyrocketed. The Security Council approved a total of 20 additional operations between 1989 
and 1994, increasing the number of peacekeepers from 11,000 to 75,000 thanks to a new consensus 
and shared goals. Peacekeeping missions have been established in countries such as the United 
Nations Angola Verification Mission I (UNAVEM I), the United Nations Transitional Authority in 
Cambodia (UNTAC), and others. 
 
Moving into the twenty-first century: New initiatives, new problems: The UN performed a 
significant experiment at the turn of the century to investigate the difficulties of implementing reform 
and maintaining peace in the 1990s. Our goal was to improve our ability to sustain and manage field 
activities. The Security Council also built substantial and intricate peacekeeping missions in several 
African nations over the ensuing years: UN Operation in Burundi (ONUB), UN Mission in Liberia 
(UNMIL), etc. 
 
The present: As a result of peaceful transitions and the restoration of functioning governments, there 
are currently 14 peacekeeping operations with a little over 110,000 military, police, and civilian 
personnel assigned to them. This represents a reduction in both manpower and peacekeeping 
missions. A 17-member High-level Independent Panel on UN Peace Operations was established in 
October 2014 by the UN Secretary-General to conduct a thorough review of the current state of UN 
peace operations and develop future needs. 
 
The United Nation's role in Maintaining a Just World Order 
Maintaining Peace and Security: Over the past 60 years, the United Nations has been able to restore 
calm, enabling many countries to recover from violence. This has been accomplished by dispatching 
peacekeeping and observer teams to the world's most troubled regions. 
 
Stopping Nuclear Proliferation: The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has been the world's 
nuclear inspector for more than 50 years. IAEA experts check to make sure that nuclear material 
under safeguards is solely used for peaceful purposes. 
Supporting Disarmament: The Arms Trade Treaty of 2014 and the Chemical Weapons Convention of 
1997 have both been approved by 190 states. Locally, UN forces frequently assist in carrying out 
disarmament agreements between warring parties. 
Combatting genocide: The first-ever convention to combat genocide, which refers to acts done with 
the intention of eradicating a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group, was established by the United 
Nations. For instance, 146 states have ratified the 1948 Genocide Convention. 
Promoting Women's Rights: 189 nations have ratified the UN Convention from 1979 on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, which has contributed to the global 
advancement of women's rights. 
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Promoting Democracy: The UN works to develop and advance democratic institutions and 
behaviours throughout the world, notably through assisting citizens in numerous nations to take part 
in free and fair elections. For example, in Afghanistan, Burundi, the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Iraq, Nepal, and Sudan, for example, the UN has been a critical part in the electoral processes. 
Aiding refugees: The UN High Commissioner for Refugees' office has provided assistance to those 
escaping conflict, violence, and persecution (UNHCR). The UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine 
Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) provides assistance to Palestinian refugees. 
Middle East situation: Because foreign armies had assumed control of these countries and their 
ability to rule themselves was in jeopardy, war-like conditions reigned in Iran, Syria, and Lebanon. 
The UNO's quick action to intervene rescued the situation. 
The most suitable time to examine this institution's past, its accomplishments and shortcomings, and 
prospects for the future is in the new millennium. There may be varying views on the UN's 
performance as a tool for promoting global peace and security. But everyone will agree that it has 
been vital to the people's economic and social growth. 
 
b) Comment on the view that economic globalisation is a folly and is not strictly global. 
 
Answer:  
The process by which the lives of all people around the planet become increasingly interconnected in 
economic, cultural, political, and environmental terms, along with our awareness of such 
interconnections, is known as globalization. Globalization has pushed the world into the revolution of 
information. The planet has become connected through technological renovation and the 
interdependence of economic expansion. Nations have formed one agenda, one unit, and with it, the 
concept of winners and losers. 
 
Professor Ramesh Thakur in his book “The dark side of globalisation” said “Globalisation has resulted 
into the deepening of poverty and inequality; prosperity for a few countries and people, 
marginalization and exclusion for the many. ” Globalization has increased the gap between the rich 
and poor. The degree of disparity increases because of globalisation, with wealthy nations becoming 
stronger and poor nations becoming weaker. 
 
Over the past two centuries, there has been a significant increase in global economic inequality. 
Within-country income disparities have fluctuated throughout time. Over the past two centuries, 
there has been a significant increase in global economic inequality. Within-country income disparities 
have fluctuated throughout . However, contrasting view of globalisation has been presented by 
economists. Amartya Sen criticises globalisation for its uneven distribution of benefits and ignorance 
of developing capabilities of people. On contrast Jagdish Bhagwati argues that globalisation has 
brought unprecedented rate of growth and inequality is diminishing down. 
 
The arguments can be analysed under following headings: 
Rise of Multinational Corporations: 
As claimed by Noam Chomsky, transnational corporations have increasingly constructed global value 
chains (GVC) in which the “lead firms” outsource production through intricate global networks that it 
establishes and controls. 
Globalisation of economies has frequently allowed multinational firms to relocate 
to offshore tax havens and low-tax countries to reduce their societal tax obligations. However, due to 
tax treaties that assist firms to avoid double taxation, free trade agreements such as USMCA, and 
speedier movement of products and services, it has become progressively easier for corporations to 
do worldwide business. 
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Internationalization of Capital Markets: 
The increasing ease with which businesses can transfer funds worldwide has resulted in international 
capital markets. Companies from other countries can fund firms all around the world. 
Overseas Manufacturing Movement: 
The manufacturing industries in wealthy countries have been drastically reduced during the last few 
decades. These industries have been relocated to Mexico, Vietnam, and China, where labour 
restrictions are less severe, and salaries are lower. This has resulted in cheaper goods, but it has also 
resulted in a reaction from activists who have seen entire sectors of blue-collar workers in rich 
countries collapse. Some may also argue that if the items were made in nations with lower quality 
standards, the quality of the goods would suffer. 
 
Internationally Mobile Workers: 
White-collar jobs in finance, engineering and related industries have benefited from 
globalisation. Those with in-demand abilities can find employment across the world. 
 
Rise of ‘Hub’ Cities: 
Nations have gained competence in specialised areas as the world's economies have become more 
linked. This is referred to as the creation of "economies of scale," and it leads to increased production. 
 
Worldwide Booms and Busts: 
A globalised economy means that the success of one economy is dependent on the performance of 
others. As a result, a recession in one country may trigger a recession in another. The Great 
Depression and the Global Financial Crisis are two instances of how economic troubles in one region 
of the world (such as the United States) may cause economic problems in other parts of the world. 
Globalization invariably leads to the relocation of industries to obtain economies of scale. 
Manufacturing industries have suffered the most in recent decades. We see widespread political 
backlash to the loss of protected industries is evident around the world. Opponents advocate a return 
to nationalist and protectionist policies. One prominent example is Brexit, the United Kingdom's 
secession from the European Union, which was caused in part by the loss of the fishing sector during 
the UK's membership in the EU trading bloc. Developed countries set up their industries in 
developing countries and exploit their natural resources. A worldwide economy might have serious 
environmental consequences. Goods must travel a significantly wider distance, resulting in higher 
carbon footprints for products. Some may claim that the items are also of inferior quality, which 
means they are discarded sooner, resulting in more waste space. Finally, international corporations 
might evade environmental duties by operating in countries with weak environmental legislation, 
causing ecological devastation. 
 
c) Bring out the possible non-economic security implications of climate predictions made by the 
latest IPCC report. 
 
On February 28, 2022, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) issued its most recent 
report. It is the second section of the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change. Even if considerable effort is made to cut greenhouse gas emissions, the research 
warns of many climates change-related calamities over the next two decades. According to the paper, 
the ability of humans and natural systems to adapt to changing climates is already being challenged, 
and additional increases in global warming would make adaptation considerably more challenging. 
Significant pledges and their implementation are required to combat climate change in this context. 
According to new IPCC Report, increased heatwaves, droughts, and floods are exceeding plant and 
animal tolerance thresholds. Trees and corals are among the species experiencing mass extinction, 
These weather extremes are occurring concurrently. The consequences are becoming increasingly 
difficult to manage. 
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IPCC Chair Hoesung Lee states the report…. “Emphasizes the urgency of immediate and more 
ambitious action to address climate risks. Half measures are no longer an option.” 
 
Health Effects: 
For the first time, the IPCC has incorporated the regional and sectoral implications of climate change 
into its assessment, as well as the health impacts. For example, research indicates that sea-level rise 
would damage Mumbai, whereas storms will affect Kolkata. It gives a clearer view of what must be 
done about these dangers, something earlier studies did not accomplish. Climate change and related 
severe events, according to the paper, would dramatically increase ill-health and untimely mortality 
in the short to long term. The research also predicts a rise in vector-borne illnesses such as dengue 
and malaria. 
 
Impact on the food system: 
The paper warns that as the climate changes, climate-related risks to Asia's agricultural and food 
systems will worsen. Rice output in India could fall by 10% to 30%, while maize output could fall by 
25% to 70%, assuming a temperature increase of 1 to 4 degrees Celsius. 
 
Wet bulb temperatures: 
According to the analysis, if emissions continue to grow, wet-bulb temperatures would approach or 
exceed the survivable limit of 35 degrees Celsius over much of India, with the bulk of the nation 
experiencing wet-bulb temperatures of 31 degrees Celsius or higher. Wet-bulb temperatures are a 
combination of heat and humidity. A wet-bulb temperature of 31°C is exceedingly harmful for 
humans, while a temperature of 35°C is not survivable for more than six hours, even for fit and 
healthy individuals sitting in the shade. Wet-bulb temperatures in India currently seldom surpass 31 
degrees Celsius, with most of the nation's maximum wet-bulb temperatures being between 25 and 30 
degrees Celsius. 
 
Influence on water stress: 
According to the research, both climatic and non-climatic causes, such as socioeconomic 
developments, have generated water stress conditions in both water supply and demand throughout 
all Asian sub-regions. Due to climate change, the international transboundary river basins of the Amu 
Darya, Indus, Ganges, and inter-state Sabarmati-river basin in India may suffer significant water 
shortage difficulties. 
 
Way forward: 
Global problem like climate change requires global solutions. It will require movement-building and 
on-the-ground action, as well as new national policies and economic transformations. 
 
Involvement of tribals: When it comes to working with nature to combat climate change, we cannot 
achieve significant results unless Indigenous peoples and local communities take the lead (IPLCs). 
Because lands owned or managed by IPLCs frequently have significantly lower deforestation rates 
than government protected areas, these communities are some of the most important defenders of 
the world's living carbon. 
 
Governmental initiatives: To reduce emissions and remove more carbon from the atmosphere, all 
countries, particularly the wealthiest, must develop more aggressive climate action plans. Investing 
more in nature is one great way to do this. The IPCC predicts that making the necessary 
modifications to agriculture, forestry, and other land uses would cost about $400 billion. 
 
Businesses: Businesses, like national governments, must first commit to achieving net-zero emissions 
in their operations—that is, they must cease emitting additional carbon into the atmosphere. The 
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most straightforward approach to doing this is to transition to renewable energy sources. 
Transitioning to renewable energy presents a low-cost, low-carbon, low-conflict approach to 
meeting global energy requirements while protecting the environment and communities. 
 
 
Q.4) a) Discuss the strategy adopted by European Union to deal with changed circumstances in 
world politics. Is the popular support for further integration in decline? 
 
Answer:  
Since the grouping's inception in 1993, the EU's exterior policies have continuousl y changed, 
resulting in stronger internal coherence. The European Union Global Strategy (EUGS) was 
adopted by the EU in 2016, replacing the European Security Strategy. The EUGS emphasised 
the necessity of strategic autonomy for the EU, as well as the need to improve the EU's 
reputation as a global player. Improving internal and external security; stabilising fragile 
states on the EU's periphery; developing an integrated approach to conflict and crises; 
promoting peace and integration; demonstrating a commitment to multilateral systems; and 
promoting sustainable development and respect for human rights. In article The Uniting 
Europe-setting out a neo functionalist theory of regional integration.  Ernst Haas and other 
neo functionalists predicted that sectoral integration would produce the unintended 
consequence of promoting further integration in additional issue areas.  
 
Security Cooperation: The EU takes part in the Regional Forum of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the East Asia Summit, and it is an observer at the South 
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation. In addition, the EU maintains strong bilateral 
relationships with Japan, South Korea, China, and India. The European Union has contributed 
most of the financing to the Indian Ocean Commission (IOC). Terrorism, piracy and armed 
robbery, organised crime and unlawful activities, illicit trafficking of arms, narcotics, and 
humans, illegal financial flows, illegal and unreported fishing, and marine militia have all been 
priorities for the EU in the previous decade or so. 
 
Pooling sovereignty: Moravcsik puts forward a rational choice theory of institutional choice, arguing 
that EU member states adopt EU institutions—pooling sovereignty through qualified majority voting 
or delegating sovereignty to supranational actors like the Commission and the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) —to increase the credibility of their mutual commitments. 
 
Connectivity: The European Council endorsed the 'Connecting Europe and Asia - Building 
Blocks for an EU Strategy' in October 2018, which was built around four pillars—energy, 
transport, digital, and people-to-people links—and aimed for long-term, secure, and smart 
connection. The EU and ASEAN set the goal of promoting connectivity in December 2020. 
The EU-India Comprehensive Connectivity Partnership was launched in May 2021 to assist 
"resilient and sustainable connectivity initiatives" in India and other regions such as Africa, 
Central Asia, and the Indo-Pacific.  
 
The EU’s Indo-Pacific Plan: The EU has extensive trade and business links with numerous 
countries in the Indo-Pacific region. The Indo-Pacific region accounts for more than 70% of 
global trade in commodities and services and 60% of global foreign direct investment flows. 
The strategy also suggests plans to finish trade agreements with Australia and New Zealand, 
as well as make progress on trade talks with Indonesia, India, Malaysia, the Philippines, and 
Thailand, as well as the East African Community's economic partnership pact.  
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Inclusivity: The policy seeks to strengthen regional ties, particularly with "partners that have already 
declared Indo-Pacific initiatives of their own." [36] This comprises ASEAN, Australia, India, Japan, New 
Zealand, South Korea, the United Kingdom, and the United States. This may inspire other countries to 
release regional plans, while also leaving the door open for those who oppose the Indo-Pacific 
concept, including China. 
 
Sustainability and Green Transitions: Sustainable and inclusive prosperity, as well as green 
transitions, have been prioritised. Partnerships with Indo-Pacific countries to tackle climate 
change and environmental and biodiversity degradation have been highlighted as significant 
priorities. 
 
Since its inception, the European Union (EU) has had its share of ups and downs. After being 
founded in the wake of World War II with the intention of preserving peace among its member states 
through economic and political integration, it has since encountered crisis after crisis and received 
harsh criticism from both domestic and international critics. Although it has been successful in 
stopping the start of an armed conflict. 
 
Fiscal Failure: The EU has failed to be a successful fiscal union, as seen by a near-Grexit, the 
Catalonia issue, German hegemony, and, most recently, protests in Bulgaria and Belarus. The EU's 
plan for a supranational monetary union without fiscal authority is certain to fail. The Eurozone has 
become very sensitive to socioeconomic problems because of continuous internal devaluations and 
wage repression to improve industrial appeal. This has also allowed countries such as Germany to 
establish hegemony in the region, controlling manufacturing and acting as a creditor to its debt-
ridden neighbours. Prior to the Covid-19 outbreak, Europe's real GDP growth rate was at a six-year 
low, with negative industrial production in Italy, Spain, and Germany. This has undoubtedly increased 
Euro scepticism throughout Europe. 
 
Selective Democratic Role: The European Union's massive democratic failures, which can be tracked 
from Yugoslavia in the 1990s to Bulgaria in 2020, exacerbate its economic difficulties. The fact that 
most EU officials are not democratically elected by the people they are supposed to represent is one 
of the system's main weaknesses. It has not sufficiently addressed member states' abuses of human 
rights or provided protection for its citizens as required by the European Convention on Human 
Rights. 
 
Crisis Management: Another significant factor in the bloc's democratic shortcomings is its overall 
crisis management, which the pandemic has put to the test. The EU failed to support its member 
countries when they sorely needed cooperation and solidarity, despite having a comprehensive health 
strategy designed to complement national policies. 
 
Conclusion: 
The European Union (EU) has emerged as a powerful and influential regional organisation since its 
inception. As a supranational organisation, the EU has its own flag, anthem, and, most importantly, its 
own currency. It has widened its sphere of influence by absorbing former communist regimes and 
cooperating on defence and security issues. There is no doubt that the recent crisis has harmed the 
EU as a model for regional integration, but the consequences will be short-lived. Historically, the EU 
has recovered from previous crises and has frequently used adversity to propel itself to the next stage 
of integration. 
 
With regional blocs dominating the globalised economic and financial system, EU member states 
acting alone will fail to achieve the results that a 500-million-strong bloc could achieve. Already, the 
US is pushing for fewer EU seats in the Group of 20 (G20) and global financial institutions. These 
changes are likely to give the integration process a boost in the long run. Meanwhile, for the 
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foreseeable future, a "multi-speed Europe" is unavoidable, with a strengthened eurozone widening 
the gap between the EU's hard core and its periphery. 
 
b) Bring out the role of human rights in making world a better place. Do human rights 
interventions necessarily lead to progress and emancipation? 
 
“To deny people their human rights is to challenge their very humanity.”-Nelson Mandela 
Human rights are rights that all people have, regardless of race, gender, nationality, ethnicity, 
language, religion, or other status. Human rights include, among other things, the right to life and 
liberty, the freedom from slavery and torture, the freedom of thought and speech, the right to labour 
and education, and many others. Everyone, without exception, is entitled to these rights. 
 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is a watershed moment in human rights history. 
The Declaration was drafted by representatives from all regions of the world with different legal and 
cultural backgrounds, and it was proclaimed by the United Nations General Assembly in Paris on 10 
December 1948 by General Assembly resolution 217 A (III) as a common standard of achievements for 
all peoples and all nations. For the first time these rights are called collective rights. One can argue in 
Kantian terms that a priori rights apply not only to individuals but also to all national beings which 
include collectives. The collective claims often turn out to be society’s counter claims to individual 
rights and may, therefore, have anti-individual right consequence. 
 
Role of human rights in making world a better place can be analysed under following headings: 
Human rights, peacebuilding and sustaining peace: The United Nations Human Rights system was 
established in the aftermath of World War II to assist the UN in establishing long-term peace and 
security and preventing future hostilities. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that 
"recognition of the inherent dignity and equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human 
family is the foundation of world freedom, justice, and peace." The United Nations has two 
complimentary goals: human rights and peacebuilding. OHCHR has engaged with the United 
Nations Peacebuilding Architecture. 
 
The UN’s work in Ukraine: The UN and humanitarian partners are stepping up to deliver lifesaving 
aid to those affected by the war in Ukraine. 
Human rights and the 2030 agenda for sustainable development: Both the sustainable development 
and the sustaining peace agendas emphasise the importance of identifying and addressing the issues 
that put countries at risk of crisis or violence. The 2030 Agenda's logic is that achieving the SDGs will 
"promote peaceful, just, and inclusive society free of fear and conflict." As the 2030 Agenda intends to 
"achieve and preserve the human rights of all," this creates a link between peace and human rights. 
 
Effective and independent institution to guarantee human rights: The fundamental rights 
guaranteed by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights must be respected, safeguarded, and 
upheld by states. As a result, they must make sure that people have access to efficient institutions and 
methods for resolving disputes and breaking the cycle of marginalisation and prejudice. 
The UN’s Human Rights Up Front Initiative, which requires the entire “UN system to be alert to 
deteriorating human rights situations,” is a step in the right direction and should be strengthened 
across all UN pillars. The fact that human rights are universal, indivisible, interdependent, and linked 
means that anyone (regardless of nationality) can reference and assert them at any moment. Human 
rights are legitimate because they apply to everyone, making them a strong foundation for creating 
and promoting lasting peace. This is further supported by the fact that IEP identified a high and 
favourable association between states' degrees of peaceability and their "recognition of the rights of 
others." 
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The instances of Mauritius, Senegal, and Tunisia show that nations may maintain peace despite 
internal weaknesses and outside pressures, in part because of a steadfast commitment to preserving 
human rights. They are relatively tranquil due in large part to their resistance to political, economic, 
and social upheavals. These good examples can show how human rights can be utilised as a tool for 
prevention and could improve interaction and communication with wary regimes, as human rights 
sometimes inspire mistrust and scepticism. The idea of sustaining peace is based on emphasising 
what works rather than what doesn't, and all three nations have something to teach the international 
community as it grapples with what it means to preserve peace. 
 
The gist of human right jurisprudence is human dignity: Only in times of peace can a man's human 
dignity be realised. Peace is necessary for human development, survival, and happiness. It demands an 
aggressive response from the standpoint of human rights. The right to peace is a vital human right; it 
is a solidarity right in the third generation of human rights. It is founded on the claims and 
expectations for the protection of human rights through all actions at the global, regional, and 
national levels. All human rights are indivisible, interconnected, and interdependent, the nature and 
scope of the right to peace as the third generation of human rights cannot be overlooked. 
 
Conclusion:  
An umbilical cord connects human rights and peace. Their relationship is an example of a two-way 
street. There can be no peace if human rights are denied, and there can be no realisation of human 
rights if there is no peace. The absence of armed conflict alone does not constitute peace unless there 
is a healthy respect for human rights. The United Nations has always been emphatic about 
incorporating human rights concerns into its larger peace framework. In UN parlance, the recent 
passage of the Right to Peace is regarded as a critical step forward. Human rights are mentioned 
seven times in the UN Charter and are recognised as one of the three founding pillars of the UN peace 
agenda. The link between peace and security and human rights and development emphasises the 
importance of human rights in the UN's approach to peace. While commemorating the 70th 
anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), it is instructive to examine the 
growing imprint of human rights on the United Nations' emerging peace agenda. 
 
c) Critically examine the view that the concrete reforms in United Nations require abolishing the 
permanent five.  
 
Answer:  
The UN has undergone a number of reforms since its founding in 1945 in order to meet the evolving 
demands and standards of the international community. 
Most notably, on September 25, 2018, US President Donald Trump spoke at the UNGA and 
questioned the necessity of global governance, the significance of UNSC decisions, such as the Iran 
nuclear deal, and the effectiveness of the UN Human Rights Council, from which the US withdrew on 
June 19, 2018. 
 
According to Hannah Ryder and Anna Baisch, the typical response to the U.N.’s failure has been to 
enlarge the Security Council's five permanent members, who represent the main World War II 
winners, bring in more global powers like Turkey or India, rearrange the representative seats and add 
new classifications, add more seats for Africa, reduce the P5's ability to veto actions. But each of these 
actions is a tweak. None are sufficient. Decolonization, the primary difference between 1945 and 
2020, must be acknowledged, and the permanent members of the Security Council must be 
completely eliminated.  
Here is why and how. 
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The United Nations has strong colonial roots. Four of the P5's original five members were colonial 
governments in 1945. In the 75-year history of the United Nations, 80 former colonies—from India to 
Kenya, Nigeria, and Kazakhstan—have gained independence. 
Within their empires, the P5 countries—China, the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and 
Russia—represented 10% of member states and more than 50% of the global population in 1945. 
Currently, only 3% of U.N. member states and 26% of the world's population are represented by the 
P5. 
 
The Security Council's seats are clearly Eurocentric, even with the inclusion of 10 non-permanent 
members. Despite making up just 17.1% of the world's population, the Western European and Others 
Group and the Eastern European Group collectively hold 47% of the Security Council's seats. 
Additionally, the large nations nearly always prevail within these groups. Japan has served on the 
Security Council for 22 years. 20 years in Brazil. Only Nigeria, with 10 years, comes close among 
African nations. 
 
This unequal distribution is seen throughout the United Nations, particularly in the secretary-
general's Four of the nine secretaries general since 1945 have been males of white European descent. 
A Muslim has never served as secretary-general. 
Consider COVID-19. The only resolution the P5-led Security Council has unanimously adopted this 
year referring to COVID-19 supports a call made by the secretary-general in March for a global cease-
fire to concentrate on efforts to combat COVID-19. This is despite the fact that the head of the WHO 
is Ethiopian, who one might expect to speak up for the world's poorest nations. Moreover, African 
governments have leaned more heavily on COVID-19 guidance from the African Union's Africa 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the underrepresented yet powerful G-20 and IMF 
for financial support, not the U.N. 
One of the main arguments in favour of change is frequently acknowledged to be the U.N.'s structural 
inability to force the P5 countries to take decisive action for the benefit of everybody. Another 
structural issue that calls for reform is the P5's inability, in spite of decolonization, to share economic 
gains with the rest of the globe. 
No nation in the world is deserving of a seat on the permanent council. Veto-based decision-making 
on behalf of others, such as that practiced by the Security Council, should be earned, and standards 
for accountability and competence should be openly displayed and recognised. 
In a revised structure for the Security Council, all 15 seats would be temporary, with terms of five 
years to promote more continuity. There would also be open, global competition for each seat; clear 
monitoring of lobbying expense limits, and two-term limits over a cycle of 30 years to encourage 
leadership while preventing hegemony. 
Such a system would not be a toothless democratic body like the United Nations General Assembly, 
where each nation has one vote regardless of its track record, income, population, or military 
strength, and where no nation has veto power. 
Similar to how non-permanent members have done so in the past, these 15 nations would have to 
earn the right to be elected by other nations. To help the world combat issues like poverty and 
climate change, as well as pandemics and financial crises, they would need to build supporters within 
the U.N., such as within their groups, and wage a campaign to prove they are capable and responsible 
enough to be trusted. 
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SECTION – B 
 
Q.5) a) Comment on the arrival of ‘New issues' in IR. 
 
The discipline of international politics has evolved through phases and each phase has some unique 
issues arising out of the context of space and time. While the cold war phase was dominated by 
conventional issues like power politics, security, deterrence, realpolitik, etc, the end of cold war 
marked the beginning of certain ‘new issues’ on the global arena.  
Some of the most noteworthy of these ‘new issues’ are - rights and interests of women, climate 
change, resource depletion, population explosion, terrorism, the spread of HIV/AIDS.  
The Following New Issues emerged- 

 Neoliberal Globalization- More attention was paid to economic relations between states. 
Washington consensus was projected as the panacea for economic development in 
underdeveloped and developing economies. 

 Expansion in scope of security – alternative perspectives has been added to the concept of 
security & the concept has expanded to include human security as well as state security. 
Ethno-national conflicts are given sufficient attention apart from interstate conflicts. 

 IR going global- More attention is paid to international organizations, social movements, and 
non-state actors [cobweb model]. 

 International Terrorism: after sept 11 attacks, terrorism has gone global. With transnational 
organised crime networks and terrorist organizations, and rise of religions, scholars term it as 
“new terrorism” 

 Environmental Issue- with climate change as the biggest concern of humanity, environment 
conservation is the most hotly debated IR issue 

 Gender & feminist perspective: emergence of feminist voice has engendered the discipline 
and practice of IR, offered a fresh perspective to look at various themes in IR such as realism, 
security, etc. IR is close to evolving Feminist foreign policy. 

 Nuclear Proliferation & WMDs – newer states became nuclear powers like India & Pakistan. 
Also, Concept of nuclear deterrence is gaining more ground with newer states like Iran, North 
Korea entering the race.  

 Rise of Religion: Huntington’s clash of civilizations theory got traction with sept 11 attacks. 
The newer version of terrorism is increasingly using religion as a basis to mobilize support. 

 Democracy & Human Rights: The end of cold war marked the victory of liberal world order 
brought democracy & human rights to forefront.  

 
Conclusion 

 Arrival of New Issues like feminist IR, climate change, human security, human rights etc in 
global politics allow us to see IR in newer light and through a fresh lens, as well as to 
reconsider how we view traditional ones.  

 Listening to the voices of those on the margins has allowed the IR scholars to uncover 
different worlds and begin to build the kind of practical knowledge necessary to construct a 
more democratic global politics.  

 
b) Highlight the place and role of gender in global politics and global economy. 
 
The study & practice of international politics has traditionally been ‘gender-blind’ & it has privileged 
issues that grew out of men's experiences. Though women have always been part of world politics; it 
is just that their role and contribution had been ignored. The arrival of feminist perspective & gender 
analysis has led to analysis of masculine and feminine identities, symbols and structures and how they 
shape global politics. 
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Place and role of gender in global politics- 
 Ann J Tickner - The third great debate in IR  led to fundamental questioning of its 

epistemological foundations & called for rethinking the ways in which we explain or 
understand world politics. Critical theory, postmodernism, constructivism helped revaluation 
and reshaping of various themes in IR. 

 ‘masculinist’ biases still run through the conceptual framework of mainstream theory 
 under-representation or misrepresentation of women - conventionally focused only on male-

dominated institutions and processes. - ‘where are the women’ 
 feminist perspective led to recognizing the previously invisible contributions that women 

make to shaping world politics [ for example, domestic workers of various kinds, migrant 
labourers, diplomats’ wives, sex workers on military bases and so forth (Enloe) 

 
Place and role of gender in global economy- 

 Social feminists have theorized on the relationship between gender, economic issues and 
globalization. For them Patriarchy and capitalism reinforce each other. The sexual division of 
labour, through which men dominate the public sphere while women are customarily 
confined to the private sphere, has served the economic interests of capitalism. 

 women constitute a ‘reserve army of labour’, which can be recruited into the workforce when 
there is a need for increased production, but  easily shed and returned to domestic life during 
a depression.  

 At the same time, women’s domestic labour is vital to the health and efficiency of the 
economy. Caregiving, bearing and rearing children, and many other such works that women 
perform are not paid works, thus rendering much of women’s contribution to productive 
activity invisible [Tickner]. 

 Concept of economic man [rationally self-seeking] reeks of masculinist assumptions about 
egoism and competition. 

 Neoliberal globalization has brought about global feminization of work, that is, growth of new 
‘feminized’ or ‘pink collar’ jobs, but these jobs are associated with vulnerability and 
exploitation. 

 Women workers are not only paid less, they tend to be employed in economic activity with  
few workers’ rights and weak labour organizations 

 Women workers suffer from the double burden of low-paid work and continued pressure to 
undertake domestic labour. 

Thus, even though the place and role of gender in global politics and global economy is improving, it 
still has to go a long way to remove the masculinist biases  and make the discipline & practice of IR 
more just, fair and representative of women. 
 
c) Comment on the Nuclear non-proliferation regime at present. 
 
Answer: 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime refers to an interlocking set of treaties, agreements, 
arrangements and verification tools with a goal of prevention of an increase or spread in the number 
of countries possessing nuclear weapons. 
 
Need for such a regime:  
As the number of countries possessing nuclear weapons increases, the danger posed by such 
weapons of mass destruction [WMD] will grow, and their use will become more likely. Also, the 
possession of weapons of mass destruction by some states encourages the acquisition of such 
weapons by additional countries, further increasing the likelihood of their use. 
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Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime 
While the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of nuclear weapons (NPT) is regarded as the cornerstone 
of the global nuclear non-proliferation regime and an essential foundation for the pursuit of nuclear 
disarmament, the regime also consists of other treaties, bilateral undertakings, and multilateral 
inspections aimed at halting the spread of nuclear weapons.  
Other major elements of the regime are the International   Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and two 
closely connected export control systems implemented by the key nuclear supplier countries. 
 
NPT 

 The treaty was signed in 1968 and entered into force in 1970. Presently, it has 190 member 
states. India is not a member. 

 The treaty institutionalised the non-proliferation norm by de-legitimising of nuclear 
weapons, fissile materials and related technology by the non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS) 
while the recognised five nuclear-weapon states (NWS) — namely the US, Russia, the UK, 
France and China, can continue to possess nuclear weapons. 

 The Treaty can be described to have three objectives of non-proliferation, disarmament and 
peaceful uses of nuclear energy.  

 However, NNWS criticised this treaty of having structural flaws and viewed it as an 
imbalanced instrument. 

 
IAEA-  

 Help nations develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes; administration of safeguards 
arrangements &  verification 

 It regularly inspects civil nuclear facilities, implements a system of audits and on-site 
inspections, collectively known as ``safeguards,'' to verify that nuclear facilities and materials 
are not being diverted for nuclear explosive purposes 

 
Treaties and agreements control nuclear arms:  

 Antarctic Treaty, Partial Test Ban Treaty, Outer Space Treaty, NPT, SALT 1, ABM Treaty, INF) 
Treaty, START II, CTBT, New START and Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), 2015. 

 Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)-The newest element of the regime is the CTBT, a 
barrier to vertical as well as horizontal proliferation. It seeks to achieve the discontinuance 
of all test explosions of nuclear weapons for all time. 

 
Arrangements- like Nuclear-weapon-free zones:  

 There are currently five Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones (NWFZs), covering territories in most 
of the Southern Hemisphere and in Central Asia. Antarctica and Mongolia have a special 
nuclear-weapon-free status as well. 

 
Export Control Systems: 

 Nuclear Supplier Control Mechanisms- coalitions of nations that voluntarily restrict the 
export of equipment and materials that could be used to develop nuclear weapons. For 
example- Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) 

 Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR)- seeks to control the proliferation of missiles 
capable of carrying a nuclear warhead. 

 
CONCLUSION: 

 Despite the development of an extensive non-proliferation regime, effective arms control has 
been difficult to bring about because states tend to place concerns about national security 
above their obligations under bilateral or multilateral agreements. 
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 Non-proliferation strategies may nevertheless have little impact on nuclear and would-be 
nuclear ‘rogue’ states. They may also fail to enjoy unanimous backing from major powers, 
possibly make inter-state war more likely, and may intensify defence anxieties in states that 
once benefited from the USA’s nuclear umbrella. 

 
d)  Objectives of New international economic order and global south. 
 
Answer: 
New International Economic Order (NIEO) was the most widely discussed transnational governance 
reform initiative of the 1970s. It was promulgated as a United Nations declaration in 1974. The 
fundamental objective of NIEO was to transform the governance of the global economy to redirect 
more of the benefits of transnational integration toward “the developing nations” 
The NIEO initiative wanted to complete the geopolitical process of decolonization and create a 
democratic global order of truly sovereign states. It was, in short, a proposal for a radically different 
future where the Global South would get their due, just and fair share in the international economy by 
ending the hegemony of the North. 
 
Objectives & Demands of NIEO & the Global South- 

 To empower the United Nations General Assembly as the legislative body for making binding 
international law 

 The genealogical starting point for “the right to development” 
 To create a global regulatory framework for transnational corporations 
 An extension of the principle of sovereignty from the political to the economic realm 
 An incrementalistic approach to reforming global economic and political power arrangements 
 An endeavor to redress historical grievances of newly independent states, thereby 

“completing” decolonization 
 A call for global redistribution—including financial, resource, and technology transfer—from 

rich to poor countries 
 An attempt to universalize and globalize the principles of “embedded liberalism” 
 The high noon of “Third Worldism” and its vision of solidarity among the poorer nations 
 A radical challenge to the historic hegemony of the North Atlantic industrial core 
 A realistic program for global socialism 
 An alternative model for transnational economic integration—that is, of globalization 

Thus, NIEO was not a single coherent entity, rather, it was more like a political brand holding 
together a set of loosely compatible agendas 
 
CONCLUSION: 

 Viewed from our present conjuncture, the NIEO seems like an apparition, an improbable 
political creature that surfaced out of the economic and geopolitical dislocations and 
uncertainties of the early to mid-1970s, only to sink away again just as quickly. 

 While the goal of the NIEO was to improve the economic position of the global south in 
relation to the global north, there was no consensus about the ultimate political ends, much 
less about the best way to achieve those ends 

 
e)  Role of ICJ in dispute settlement among states. 
 
Answer: 
ICJ, established in 1945 by the United Nations charter, is the principal judicial organ of the United 
Nations. It settles legal disputes between states and gives advisory opinions in accordance with 
international law. The United Nations Security Council enforces ICJ judgements as per the UN 
Charter. However, the permanent members of the UNSC can veto against any such ruling. 
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Role of ICJ in dispute settlement 
 ICJ uses negotiation, enquiry, mediation etc. methods for the pacific settlement of disputes 

between States.  
 ICJ acts as a world court with two-fold jurisdiction i.e., legal disputes between States 

submitted to it by them (contentious cases) and requests for advisory opinions on legal 
questions referred to it by United Nations organs and specialized agencies (advisory 
proceedings). 

 Only States which are members of the United Nations, and which have become parties to 
the Statute of the Court, or which have accepted its jurisdiction under certain conditions, 
are parties to contentious cases. The judgment is final, binding on the parties to a case and 
without appeal 

 
Achievements/positives- 

 All parties are guaranteed a fair and impartial hearing.  
 ICJ effectiveness was witnessed in Kulbhushan Jadhav’s case when it asked Pakistan not to 

proceed with the execution. 
 It has laid down principles by which disputes may be judged. It has, for example, drawn 

baselines concerning issues such as territorial waters, fishing rights and methods of 
calculating the continental shelf beneath the sea.  

 It has been successful in settling international disputes, including the border dispute between 
El Salvador and Honduras, the violent dispute between Cameroon and Nigeria, etc. 

 ICJ has handed down a number of ‘advisory opinions’, which have helped set the tone for 
post-conflict international affairs. For example- it declared in 1971 that South Africa’s 
presence in Namibia was illegal. 

 Genocide case against Myanmar over Rohingya atrocities was accepted by ICJ 
 
Limitations on the Functioning of ICJ 
 It has no jurisdiction to try individuals accused of war crimes or crimes against humanity. 
 The jurisdiction of the Court is strictly limited to states. Individuals, corporations, NGOs and 

other non-state bodies are excluded from direct participation in cases. This prevents the Court 
from taking action over a wide range of human rights and humanitarian issues 

 The Court can only hear a dispute when requested to do so by one or more States.  
 The ICJ only has jurisdiction based on consent, not compulsory jurisdiction. 
 It does not enjoy a full separation of powers, with permanent members of the Security Council 

being able to veto enforcement of cases, even those to which they consented to be bound. 
Bigger powers like US & their allies like Israel has blatantly refused to abide by the rulings of ICJ. 

 It has been criticized by developing countries for operating in the interests of western states 
and interests,  

 
Conclusion 
 The ICJ is the most far-reaching attempt to date to apply the rule of law to international 

disputes. But scholars feel that it UN’s least effective body & has had a minimal effect on the 
development of post-war international law. 

 Despite its flaws, ICJ serves as the archetype of international adjudication. Furthermore, as ‘the 
principal judicial organ’ of the UN, it enjoys a special position among other international courts 
and tribunals, and forms part of a global organization tasked with maintaining international 
peace and security. 
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Q.6) a) Comment on India’s economic diplomacy in post-covid 19 world. 
  
In the age of complex interdependence [Keohane & Nye] and smart power, it’s the economic 
capability of nation that tends to best serve the national Interest. India has for long nurtured the 
dream of a becoming major power and position in the comity of nations. & to fulfil this dream, an 
expert economic diplomacy is a must. 
  
Economic diplomacy, which aims to promote the growth of a country’s economy by increasing trade, 
promoting investments, collaboration on bilateral and multilateral trade agreements, etc., is the need 
of the hour 
 
As per Chakrabarty & Suri [A 2030 Vision for India’s Economic Diplomacy], the pandemic has 
completely altered the global political and economic landscape. The old ways of interacting with the 
world are unlikely to work in the post-pandemic world, and India must rethink its economic 
diplomacy programme for the next decade. 
 
Major Factors & Issues Confronting India’s Economic Diplomacy 
India must now confront fresh challenges to its economic diplomacy. Globally, there are growing 
protectionist trends and a preference for bilateral over multilateral trade arrangements. A rising anti-
immigration sentiment in major Western countries poses fresh hurdles to labour mobility. With 
artificial intelligence (AI), Fourth Industrial Revolution and 5G as the emerging factors of economic 
growth, India will have to retool its economic diplomacy 
 
Regional Analysis  

 China: Preventing an overreliance on Chinese supply chains and China’s entry into strategic 
domestic sectors, reducing trade deficit, finding alternative to China’s debt trap & cheque 
book diplomacy in immediate neighbourhood, negotiating a level playing field in trade, 
investments and services in China should be our foremost priority. India should also try 
restructuring global supply chains to reduce economic dominance of China, by partnering 
with QUAD members.  

 European Union: India-EU Free Trade Agreement [BTIA] must be negotiated expeditiously. 
The region offers tremendous trade and commerce potential. Areas like sustainable 
development, smart cities, health, education, poverty reduction, water and sanitation must be 
focused. Issues with regards to IPR, data protection, Mode 1,3,4 of GATS, EU’s demand of the 
lowering of tariffs on wines, spirits, dairy and automobiles, etc should be resolved quickly. 

 Indo-Pacific: This has become the new theatre of geopolitics. India must tap unique 
opportunities the region offers in terms of the blue economy, regional economic integration, 
and connectivity infrastructure to promote trade. Grouping like BIMSTEC, IORC, ASEAN, 
QUAD, etc must be put to best use to make India a regional hegemon. 

 West Asian region- Very important for India’s energy security, Indian diaspora & the 
remittance they bring, and trade and commerce. India must diversify its trade basket, with 
entering into defence, space, and technology equipment commercial deals.  

 Africa: There is huge potential for increasing economic engagement, along with deepening 
ties with pan African groupings like AU. India is now Africa’s third-largest trade partner. 
Investments in railway lines, electrification, irrigation projects, farm mechanisation projects, 
etc have been happening which needs to be further scaled up. Concessional lines of credit 
(LoC) as one of India’s key development partnership instruments. Focus must be to promote 
development-friendly private investments & not solely on commercial gains. 

 Boosting trade ties with Central Asia & Latin America- these regions have great potential 
for trade and commerce. India is far lagging with respect to China in terms of trade and 
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commerce here. India needs to overcome its weaknesses and develop smarter strategies to 
beat China and gain economic edge. 

 Rejuvenating SAARC, strengthening BIMSTEC and harnessing economic potential of other 
regional groupings of which India is part of. India must shed its indifferent attitude towards 
SAARC because BIMSTEC cannot supplant SAARC. Covid 19 has weakened all South Asian 
economies, especially Sri Lanka and Pakistan, and thus, SAARC needs to be successful if South 
Asia wants to get back on track of growth.  

 
Issue based analysis- 

 Food Security: India plays a key role in food security in developing countries through 
technology partnerships and by providing food aid in emergency situations, & this must 
continue. The pandemic has exacerbated the twin challenges of food and nutrition security. 
This necessitates India’s leadership role in humanitarian assistance, while simultaneously 
balancing its commercial interests. 

 Financial Governance Institutions: India must press for reform of multilateral financial 
governance institutions & ensure that liberalised trade should not come at the cost of fair 
trade. India must itself resist economic nationalism and trade protectionism and tap the 
potential of global financial market to boost growth of it languishing economy. 

 Data governance: As per Arindrajit Basu [Sovereignty in ‘Datafied’ World: A Framework for 
Indian Diplomacy ], data is  ‘the new oil’ and global data governance has become a hotly 
contested topic. India supports ‘data sovereignty’ and it  should play the role of a rule shaper. 
India’s data diplomacy should aim for economic growth, data loacalization & data protection. 

 Development Cooperation: this is an excellent tool of soft power projection. India is using 
aids, grants, vaccine diplomacy, educational scholarships, etc to project soft power and earn 
foreign exchange.  

 Building Brand India & developing some core offerings —from vaccines and affordable 
medicines to sustainable development solutions and low-cost renewable energy 
opportunities.  

o The economic diplomacy architecture must start engaging with what the country can 
offer to the world while keeping the SDG and climate agenda as its core, and India 
Tech as a vital offering that will underpin India’s growth story in the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution. 

 Vaccine & health diplomacy – Building solidarity and providing assistance for specific 
medicines, vaccines [‘Vaccine Maitri’ initiative], oxygen plants and equipment for COVID 19 

 
Suggestions/Way Forward 

 We are gradually moving into a post-COVID world order. There is a trend towards a more 
multipolar world and the power centre of the global economy is shifting to Asia. In this new 
era, India should prioritize economic expansion and sustainability for sustained growth and 
influence on the world stage. 

 India must overhaul its approach to economic diplomacy. It must move beyond government-
to-government negotiations and agreements to include more plural and diverse stakeholders, 
such as representatives from the private sector, academia, philanthropic institutions and civil 
society, most of whom will be operating in distant locations.   

 Just as China brought to the economic diplomacy table its gargantuan infrastructure 
capabilities, the US its engineering, design and tech prowess, and the EU offered regulatory 
and capacity building, India must bring a core offering that encapsulates exactly what makes 
‘Brand India’ unique. 
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b) Critically examine religion as a relevant new issue in international relations. Highlight the 
relationship between religion and new terrorism. 
 
Answer: 
As a discipline & practice, International Relations [IR] was initially slow to take religion seriously, with 
many IR scholars apparently reluctant to accept religion’s significance in IR and factor into their 
analyses. As per Reus-Smit, both religion and culture were ‘largely neglected’ in IR until the 9/11 
attacks by al Qaeda in USA. 
 
Prior to 9/11, two developments that caught the attention was: Iran’s Islamic Revolution of 1979 and 
Huntington’s ‘clash of civilisations’ paradigm. Though religion was never absent from international 
relations, the attack of 9/11 & the eventual US-led ‘war on terror’ and increasing securitisation of 
Islam (Haynes) - has increased the focus on religious ideas, especially Islamist extremism and 
terrorism. It also led to a renewed focus on Huntington’s clash of civilisations paradigm, which 
focused on ‘The West’ and ‘Islam’ as radically different concepts, informed by dissimilar ideas and 
values. 
 
The last few decades have witnessed a global religious resurgence and ‘post-secular’ international 
relations.  Both State & Non-state actors have shown a marked shift towards use of religious and 
fundamental identities and values. States link policies to overtly religious concerns so as to justify or 
legitimate specific foreign policies. For Ex. sustained US support for international religious freedom 
or Myanmar’s neglect of plight of Rohingyas. On the other hand, role of religion for non-state actors, 
especially the terrorist organizations such as Islamic State, al Qaeda, and Holy See, is very explicit. 
 
Why is religion becoming Important in International Politics? 
Religion is an important source of basic value orientations both for individuals—including political 
leaders—and for communities in countries around the world. This can clearly have major social and 
political connotations, enabling religion to be a great mobiliser. As per Calvert and Calvert, religion is 
a mobiliser of masses, a controller of mass action and an excuse for repression [or] an ideological 
basis for dissent. 
Also, there is increasing trend in rise of conservatism around the world, both in leaders and the 
public. Sates are becoming authoritarian, often using religion and culture as tool to mobilize support. 
Mention may be made of Turkey, Israel, Pakistan,  Myanmar and to some extent, even India. Nations 
are trying to project their religion and culture as a soft power so as to achieve some tacit national 
interest. 
 
What is New terrorism:  
A form of terrorism that is supposedly more radical and devastating than ‘traditional’ terrorism. The 
word NEW in ‘new’ terrorism, suggests that there has been a revolutionary change in the nature of 
terrorism because of the nature of its organization, political character, motivations and strategies. It 
is also known as  ‘global’ terrorism or ‘catastrophic’ terrorism and has become a principal security 
threat in the twenty-first century. 
 
Relationship Between Religion and New Terrorism 
While the old or traditional terrorism was secular in character, the new terrorism has its bases in 
religious ideology.  Much of the post-1945 period terrorism was associated with nationalist and 
particularly separatist movements. The goal of terrorism, in these cases, was narrow and political: the 
overthrow of foreign rule and the establishment of national self-determination. As per Field, the 
defining feature of new terrorism is that religious motivations have replaced secular motivations.  
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According to Hoffman, by 1995 almost half of the 56 terrorist groups then believed to be in operation 
could be classified as religious in character and/or motivation. For Ex. Al-Qaeda, which was 
motivated by a broad and radical politico-religious ideology, in the form of Islamism. 
Experts opine that under New Terrorism, violence become a religious imperative, even a sacred duty, 
rather than a pragmatically selected political strategy. Therefore, the nature of terrorist groups and 
the function of political violence had changed crucially. While traditional terrorists could be 
satisfied by limited political change or the partial accommodation of their demands, new terrorists 
could not so easily be bought off, their often amorphous but substantially broader objectives making 
them inflexible and uncompromising. 
 
Similarly, religious beliefs have altered the moral context in which groups resorted to, and used, 
violence. Instead of terrorist violence having an essentially strategic character, being a means to an 
end, violence became increasingly symbolic and is embraced as a manifestation of ‘total war’. Insofar 
as violence had become a cathartic experience, psychological, ethical and political constraints on the 
use of violence supposedly fell away, making new terrorists more likely to embrace indiscriminate and 
lethal forms of violence. There is growing association of terrorism with weapons 
of mass destruction (WMD), and possibly even nuclear weapons, as well as the increased use of 
suicide terrorism. 
 
Counter Views 

 Robert Pape [Dying to Win: The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism.] argues that tere is 
little connection between suicide terrorism and Islamic fundamentalism, or any one of the 
world's religions. He concludes that suicide bombers' actions stem from political conflict, not 
religion. 

 Michael A. Sheehan argues that a number of terrorist groups portray their causes in religious 
and cultural terms, but this is often a transparent tactic designed to conceal political goals, 
generate popular support and silence opposition. 

 
Conclusion: 
Though religion has been a factor in international politics since the origin of nation states, yet the 
scholarly interest in religion as a determinant of international politics has been a recent phenomenon. 
Role of religion in IR has gone through phases of upheaval and decline. The 21st century has seen a 
steep rise in religious ideology being used in international politics.  
We must understand that religiously motivated terrorism is very complex, and no single perspective 
or discipline can completely comprehend it. The relationship between religious ideology and origin of 
terrorism is a contested one, & we need more research on it. 
 
c) BIMSTEC has gained prominence in South Asian countries for regional cooperation over SAARC. 
Discuss the reasons for failures of SAARC 
  
Answer: 

BACKGROUND 
 Since Uri attack [2016, the SAARC’s activities have been in a deadlock with little or no significant 
yields. Since then, India has shifted its focus towards BIMSTEC i.e. SAARC minus Pakistan. Because 
of this, there has been debates and discussions among academicians and foreign affair experts 
whether BIMSTEC could become a substitute for SAARC.  

 
Regionalism, as concept in international politics, aims for regional cooperation & integration among 
the member states over a range of issues – security, political, economic and so on. SAARC and 
BIMSTEC both were formed to foster regional cooperation but changing geopolitical situations and 
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complex history of Indian Subcontinent has rendered SAARC moribund & ineffective one hand, while 
on the other hand, BIMSTEC is seeing renewed interest. 
  
As per N. Chandra Mohan [BIMSTEC: An Idea Whose Time Has Come?], “it is due to the failures of 
SAARC, an earlier attempt to forge subregional integration in South Asia, hopes are being pinned on 
BIMSTEC to succeed in not only bringing closer its South Asian members but also bridging the region 
to Southeast Asia”. 
  
Why Is BIMSTEC Getting Prominence in South Asia 
Recently, in 5th BIMSTEC meet, the grouping’s charter was signed & adopted. This comes at a time 
when the need for an alternative regional-global organisation is increasingly being felt because of the 
moribund nature of SAARC which has not met since November 2014. 

 Post Uri attack, India became disinterested in SAARC and shifted its focus on BIMSTEC.  
There has been deadlock & no significant progress in SAARC.  

 India wants to leverage the BIMSTEC grouping for better regional economic integration, 
apart from diplomatically isolating Pakistan. 

 BIMSTEC promises ‘SAARC minus Pakistan', and adds Myanmar and Thailand, which are also 
part of ASEAN grouping. 

 Lot of potential for growth-   Bay of Bengal region is one of the least integrated regions, with 
abysmal levels of trade, connectivity, and cooperation & hence tremendous potential for 
growth 

 The regions has geo-strategic & geo-economic significance: With share of 80% world 
maritime trade & choke points like Malacca Straits  

 Important for India’s Blue water Navy ambitions 
 BIMSTEC states see regional multilateralism as a potential check on the rising capabilities of 

China, India, and major external powers. 
 BIMSTEC can work as a bridge between SAARC and ASEAN countries. 
 BIMSTEC’s economic fundamentals are strong with dynamism in growth 

 
Can BIMSTEC Replace SAARC? 
There is no strait forward answer to this. SAARC and BIMSTEC have different objectives and goals, 
and challenges. BIMSTEC can only supplement and not supplant SAARC for the  purposes of regional 
cooperation and connectivity amongst the South Asian & East Asian countries. The fundamental 
principles of SAARC and BIMSTEC are different- 

 SAARC is marked by common South Asian history, culture, language, identity, and diversity 
with distinct commonalities 

 BIMSTEC is a group of countries working together due to shared geographical regions to 
evolve as a better regional cooperation union. 

 
BIMSTEC Faces the Following Challenges: 

 India’s shifting focus from SAARC to BIMSTEC is primarily to diplomatically isolate Pakistan. 
Since its formation in 1997, we have witnessed BIMSTEC coming to life only during periods of 
tensions between India and Pakistan.  

 Lack of efficiency and “sluggish” pace of progress: the grouping is walking with pace of snail. 
It could come up with its own charter only recently in 2022, after 20 years of formation. 

 BIMSTEC secretariat also suffers from inadequate financial and manpower assistance for its 
operational activities 

 Poor transborder trade & connectivity among the members. 
 India’s percentage of annual trade with BIMSTEC countries as a percentage of its total foreign 

trade was just 4% as of 2020. 
 BIMSTEC members have not adopted a Free Trade Agreement yet. 
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 Despite tremendous maritime trade & tourism potential, members are yet to build a shared 
and lucrative coastal shipment ecosystem. 

 In recent years, the progress of BIMSTEC has also been underscored by Bangladesh-
Myanmar relations over the Rohingya refugee crisis, the India-Nepal border issue, and most 
recently, the political situation in Myanmar after the military junta took over in February last 
year. 

  
Why is SAARC ineffective? 
In terms of organizational strength & structure SAARC is in much better position than BIMSTEC. It 
has elaborative institutional arrangements - yet SAARC has failed to achieve desired progress due 
to an environment of disputes and mistrust.  
  
Reasons of the failure of SAARC. 
Though the relations between India and Pakistan, the two largest countries of SAARC are responsible 
for the failure of SAARC to great extent, yet there are some structural problems in SAARC. 

 Huge asymmetry between India & other members in terms of geographical size, population, 
military might, economic development. Other member countries felt a resentment towards 
India's dominance. 

 SAARC was formed with negative mindset: SAARC was formed with the view to challenge 
India’s regional hegemony- a coalition of Indian neighbours, to balance India.  

 Absence of external push factor like USA in EU and ASEAN: There was no external push 
factor, rather South Asia became prey to superpower rivalry.  

 Inward looking Economy: South Asian economies have been inward looking hence no scope 
for economic interdependence.  

 Still searching for Identity: Born out of Indian Subcontinent, South Asian nations like 
Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh are still searching for their identity. Since their 
own national identity remains in crisis, It is difficult for them to accept the transfer of their 
sovereignty to a regional grouping.  

 Bullying big brother: The foreign policy followed by India towards smaller neighbours has 
been a continuation of British Foreign Policy. India has been seen as ‘bullying big brother’. 
Indian neighbours look at India as imperialist power, they tend to look towards China as a 
counterweight.  

 India lacks the soft power in the region. India does not differ from other neighbours in terms 
of governance, human development, in some contexts, India’s performance is worst. 

 Decision making: The SAARC decision making based on consensus is also problematic and 
there is need that SAARC countries should adopt some sort of qualified voting. 

 Weak Connectivity: this precludes regional integration to promote trade. So long the trust 
deficit exists between India and Pakistan, SAARC will not be able to achieve the transit 
agreement, which is crucial. 

 Numerous agreements & institutional apparatuses, yet hardly any execution- for instance, the 
SAFTA [ 2006] has been a failure. 

 
Way Forward: 

 It is better if BIMSTEC and SAARC can work simultaneously. At a global level, the idea of 
SAARC minus one (i.e., excluding Pakistan) will not work if India needs progress in the South 
Asian region. Also, without SAARC nations, connectivity with West Asia & Central Asia will be 
jeopardized. 

 Being the largest and most powerful country in this grouping, the onus of steering the 
organisation forward lies with India. The benefits from greater regional integration are much 
higher than simply using BIMSTEC as a diplomatic tool for isolating Pakistan within the 
region. 
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 India should use BIMSTEC as a bridge between South Asia & Southeast Asia, while 
simultaneously boosting the prospects of Look East Policy. 

 Thus, even though BIMSTEC is a better platform to connect with Southeast Asia, but it 
shouldn’t be promoted at the cost of SAARC.  

 

Extra Titbits: 5th BIMSTEC Summit  
 PM Modi in the 5th BIMSTEC Summit hosted in virtual mode by Sri Lanka 

 The main outcome of the Summit was the adoption and signing of the BIMSTEC Charter, which 
formalizes the grouping into an organization made up of member states that are littoral to, and 
dependent upon, the Bay of Bengal. 

 considerable progress achieved in the BIMSTEC connectivity - with the adoption of the ‘Master 
Plan for Transport Connectivity’ 

 Signing of three BIMSTEC agreements:  
 (i) BIMSTEC Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters;  
 (ii) BIMSTEC Memorandum of Understanding on Mutual Cooperation in the field of 

Diplomatic Training and  
 (iii) Memorandum of Association on Establishment of BIMSTEC Technology Transfer 

Facility. 

 
 
Q.7) a) Highlight the Bretton Woods twins' agenda of globalisation and its repercussions on the 
symmetrically just international financial system. 
 
The Breton Woods agreement in 1944 created the Bretton Woods twins, namely, International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), later 
known as the World Bank. They were established to encourage international economic cooperation 
and aid in restoring and maintaining the advantages of global integration. 
 
They pursue the common goal of broadly shared prosperity within the bounds of their individual 
mandates. The World Bank focuses on long-term investment initiatives, the development of 
institutions, as well as social, environmental, and poverty-related challenges. The IMF focuses on 
promoting solid macroeconomic policies as a requirement for long-term economic growth, as well as 
on the operation of the global monetary system. 
 
The term "globalisation", on the other hand describes the spread of the movement of goods, services, 
technology, information, and jobs across national borders and cultural boundaries. It refers to a global 
interconnectedness of countries that is supported by free trade from an economic perspective. The 
Bretton woods institutions (BWI) by design aimed to increase free trade and globalization.  
 
The "Washington Consensus," which placed a strong emphasis on promoting free-market economic 
policies like deregulation, privatisation, and trade liberalisation and sought to achieve unlimited 
economic growth, served as the theoretical basis for the policies backed by the BWIs. These 
programmes were primarily implemented through structural adjustment programmes (SAPs).  
 
The conditions attached with such programs of IMF included reduction of government spending and 
deregulation of markets and currency by the government. The World Bank, by investing in the real 
sector focused on developing the supply side of the economy and generating demand. After the 1980s, 
World bank also started policy based lending under structural adjustment loans pushing to globalise 
developing countries.  
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A lot of developing nations have already benefited from the opportunities provided by the global 
economy shaped by the BWI. From 1980 to 1997, countries that were more quickly integrating into the 
global economy, such as Brazil, China, Costa Rica, the Philippines, and Mexico, had an average 
increase in per capita income of two thirds and a doubling of their trade share.  
 
However, the benefits haven’t been evenly distributed and the BWI through its stress on globalisation 
and opening up to the global economy resulted in increasing inequality both between and within 
countries. George Heine and Ramesh Thakur have argued that wage shares of workers have fallen 
while the profits of multinational companies have increased leading to sociopolitical instability. They 
referred to it as ‘strengthening of the uncivil society’.  
 
Even developmental assistance by World Bank to developing countries in the form of around 50-80 
billion USD a year mask the uncomfortable fact of transfer of around 500-800 billion USD in the form 
of profits from developing to developed countries. Dani Rodrick has further pointed out how the BWI 
along with WTO led to premature deindustrialisation in developing countries reducing their 
bargaining power in the international economic order.  
 
Underpinning all this unequal fruits of globalisation is the democratic deficit in the BWI, according to 
Joseph Stieglitz. The IMF is always headed by a European and the WB is always headed by an 
American preventing any other national from heading BWI. Efforts by developing countries like the 
New International economic order (NIEO) were also thwarted by developed countries using BWI. 
 
The recent churns in the global economic order have created conditions for Globalization 4.0 where 
the structural shifts in global value chains have reduced the share of trade based on labor-cost 
arbitrage and increasing the knowledge intensity of such value chains. This has prompted calls for 
reform in the BWI to increase equity in the global economic order. Thus, the democracy deficit 
should be addressed and the policies of BWI should ensure inclusive growth for both developed and 
developing countries. 
 
b) Critically evaluate the view that geopolitics is again replacing geoeconomics in the present 
international system. 
 
Answer: 
What is Geoeconomics and how does it differ from geopolitics? 
As per Edward Luttwak, who coined the term geoeconomics, following the Cold War, the importance 
of military power gave way to geoeconomic power. Post- cold war global politics age is an age of 
globalization, where neoclassical economics-based trade and commerce binds the states into 
complex interdependence [Keohane & Nye]. 
 
Geoeconomics can be understood as the use of economic tools to promote and advance national 
interest or foreign policy objectives.  

 As per Blackwill and Harris [ War by Other Means] leading geoeconomic instruments 
consists of trade policy, investment policy, economic and financial sanctions, financial and 
monetary policy, energy and commodities, aid and cyber tech. China is the best example of 
geoeconomics, while USA & Russia are also major players.  

 Geopolitics on the other hand is about struggle over the control of geographical entities with 
an international and global dimension, and the use of such geographical entities for political 
advantage and building relative power over other nation states. 

World order today is multipolar, with cobweb model of interaction among the states. The 
contemporary phase of international politics is full of uncertainty and fluidity. The US is unable to 
enforce its writ over the system, nor is it able to supply the public goods necessary to produce a 
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stable and flourishing world economy. Rising powers are contending for new roles and seeking to 
reshape the rules that govern world order. 
 
Both the geoeconomic order – an open world economy where capital and goods could move relatively 
freely between states – and a peaceful geopolitical setting underwritten by a great power peace has 
enabled India & other developing countries since the end of the last Cold War to focus on economic 
growth and development. But since the beginning of 21st century , especially after the 2008 economic 
depression, there has been downfall of geoeconomics and rise of geopolitics. 
 
GEOECONOMICS REPLACING GEOPOLITICS: 
Some foreign policy experts argue that the dominance of economic tools as a means of diplomacy is 
weakening because of changing world order, rising protectionism and anti-globalization rhetoric. 
There is also rise in conservatism and authoritarianism around the world, with some major ongoing 
political events like-war between Russia & Ukraine, tension between India and China, etc.   

 America is now not a hegemonic power & is gradually withdrawing into isolationism. It is 
no longer the global policemen who could set the rules of trade and commerce. Instead, it 
itself if weaking many institutions like WTO, IMF, WHO, with stopping funds, or exiting from 
the multilateral body altogether.  

 Instead of soft power, hard power politics is becoming prevalent- Russian invasion of 
Ukraine, Saudi’s invasion of Yemen, China’s muscle flexing with its smaller neighbours like 
Bhutan, Vietnam, Japan, etc 

 China adopting expansionary policies in South China Sea, Standoff in India-China Borders. 
 Amidst Corona pandemic, Economic institutions have failed to deliver anything significant 
 Increased interest in acquisition of Nuclear stockpiles [China] and nuclear weapons [Iran, 

Turkey, South Korea, etc], believing that hard power is the only guarantee for self protection. 
 As per Florian Bieber [Is Nationalism on the Rise? Assessing Global Trends] -Post economic 

depression, rhetorical and nationalist leaders have taken seat, by promising nationalistic and 
chauvinistic goals and promises. This has put more stress on governments to wage war, and 
take military measures rather than using economic tools for reducing tensions and fostering 
cooperation. For example- Turkey, Russia, US, India, Pakistan, North Korea, Iran, etc 

 Nations during the corona pandemic have resorted to protectionism. They defied economic 
rationalism and hoarded back more than required stocks of essential medical supplies that 
could have saved millions of lives. 

 Scholars suggest the beginning of Cold War 2.0 between USA and China. Both present the 
best case for Thucydides trap. The enmity has reached to level of mistrust, and has resulted  
military build up in Indo-pacific region, with formation of newer alliances like QUAD, and 
newer policies like Pivot to Asia 

 In South Asia, India and Pakistan are at bad terms since 2016, and this has led to total 
deadlock of SAARC. Add to this the coming of Taliban in Afghanistan which may raise the 
spectre of terrorism in the region 

 Recent rise of traditional aspects of geopolitics has been seen in EU foreign policy with a 
focus on the region on its eastern borders and Russia. The recent events in the international 
arena (such as the Ukraine crisis, the Arab Spring or the rise of ISIS) have emphasised the 
need for geopolitics . 

 
HOW REAL IS THE SHIFT? 

 Though the shift is real, and geopolitics is regaining significance, yet geoeconomics plays 
quite a dominant role. A case in point is India-China trade. Despite border disputes, bans on 
Chinese apps, and an anti-China rhetoric in the country, India-China trade in 2021 stood an 
all-time high USD 125.66 billion, with a trade deficit for India grew by USD 69.38 billion in 
2021. 
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 The world economy is so deeply integrated that role of economic tools, trades, and 
investments, etc will never go down. China is the best example of using geoeconomics to 
serve its national interest through OBOR, BRI, cheque book diplomacy, etc in the present 
times. 

 Through SAARC has failed due to geo-political reasons, BIMSTEC is gaining ground due to 
geoeconomic reasons. The integration of South Asia with East Asia region has great potential  
in terms of economic and strategic cooperation. 

 Amidst Russian Ukraine war, still the most prevalent tool used by EU and US is economic 
sanctions, which is a geoeconomic tool. Major powers like US and EU have stayed away from 
direct  military involvement. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 Though, there is a clear shift towards hard power politics, geoeconomics is still strongly 
embedded in the International Politics. But the current trend of increasing importance to 
hard power must give way to greater global integration in terms of trade and commerce.  

 If unrelenting pressures on globalisation do continue to increase, it would imperil India’s and 
South Asia’s economic story. Increasing trends of protectionism and jingoism, along with 
rising conservatism and authoritarianism must be curtailed trough a well thought out plan, 
led by proponents of democracy, globalization and multilateralism. 

 Cultivating diverse partnerships and developing complex interdendence, therefore, not a 
luxury but a strategic necessity.  

 Setting the terms and shaping how other major powers with greater economic heft engage 
with India shall be the central challenges for India’s foreign policy. 

 India must leverage its unique location at the crossroads of many of these geoeconomic 
visions &  mediate and steers the world political economy in directions that advance its 
interests. 

 
c) Examine the role of United Nations System in dealing with the challenge of Coronavirus 
pandemic. 
  
Answer: 
The COVID-19 pandemic is more than a health crisis; it is an economic crisis, a humanitarian crisis, a 
security crisis, and a human rights crisis. Though the UN and its agencies have undertaken several 
initiatives  for coming out of the crises, the critics underscore the failure of the United Nations to deal 
effectively with the crises, prompting renewed calls to reform the world body so that it can meet 
challenges far different — and more daunting — than those it faced at its birth. 
 
Along with the World Health Organization, which is the leading authority on scientific and public 
health information on the new virus, the UN offices, field missions, agencies, funds and programmes 
are providing new information, coordinating delivery of essential medicines and equipments with 
States. 
UN has adopted three pillared response mechanism to tackle COVID 19: 

 Delivery of a large-scale, coordinated and comprehensive health response. 
 Adoption of policies that address the devastating socio-economic, humanitarian and human 

rights aspects of the crisis. 
 A recovery process that builds back better. 

 
Sector specific interventions by UN - 

 The Impact of COVID-19 on Food Security and Nutrition 
 Peacekeeping missions are putting in place a series of mitigation measures to promote the 

safety, security and health of all UN personnel while maintaining continuity of operations. 
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 Refugees- the UNHCR has helped the refugees, internally displaced, stateless people, and 
their hosts, and ensure their inclusion in public health responses and social safety nets. 

 Migration and Mobility-UN agencies worked with countries to prepare for and respond to 
the new coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, covering a wide range of interventions including 
cross-border coordination, population mobility mapping exercises, risk communication and 
community engagement activities, and trainings and simulations for government employees. 

 Economic and Social Development - UN DESA experts are working round the clock to help 
decision makers navigate the tough choices and prevent the world from sliding into a 
dangerous depression. 

 Aviation-The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), WHO, IATA and ACI have   
developed aviation-specific guidelines with the objective of ensuring appropriate planning 
and action at all levels and thus in order to mitigate the effects of a human outbreak. 

 Shipping- International shipping carries more than 80 per cent of world trade and the global 
population relies on it. IMO, WHO and others have guided the shipping industry on technical 
and operational responses to the current situation. 

 International Labour Organization- The ILO and its constituents – Governments, workers 
and employers – playing a crucial role in combating the outbreak, ensuring the safety of 
individuals and the sustainability of businesses and jobs. 

 Environment- The transmission of diseases like COVID-19 between animals and humans 
(zoonoses) threatens economic development, animal and human well-being, and ecosystem 
integrity. The UNEP supports global efforts to protect biodiversity, to put an end to illegal 
trade in wildlife, to safeguard the handling of chemicals and waste and to promote economic 
recovery plans that take nature and the climate emergency into account. 

 Educational Disruption and Response- UNESCO is providing immediate support to countries 
as they work to minimize the educational disruption and facilitate the continuity of learning, 
especially for the most vulnerable. 

 Water and Sanitation- As part of the COVID-19 response, UN-Water provides water and 
sanitation-related information from its Members and Partners. 

 Information and communication technology- mobilizing the tech community for key 
initiatives to unleash the full potential of information and communication technology to cope 
with this crisis and defeat this disease.   

o This includes the Global Network Resiliency Platform (REG4COVID) to help 
policymakers, regulators and industry ensure that networks are kept resilient and 
telecoms services are available to all, to the maximum extent possible. 

 Drugs, Crime and Terrorism- delivering vital assistance to those in need, including people 
who use drugs, who are in prison and who have HIV/Hepatitis C. It is also addressing crime 
that seeks to exploit the pandemic, such as cybercrime. 

 Children-The UN Children's agency is providing the latest updates, explainers for parents 
and teachers, and resources for media as new information becomes available. 

 Women- UN Women is bringing up-to-date information and analysis on – 
o how and why gender matters in COVID-19 response.  
o that majority of caregivers, at home and in our communities, are also women.  
o less access to sexual and reproductive health and rise in domestic violence during 

crisis.  
 Food and Agriculture - FAO worked to anticipate and mitigate the pandemic’s impacts on 

their populations’ food security and livelihoods, impacts on global food trade and markets, 
and support countries and research institutions in ongoing investigations to identify Funding 

 Funding: The United Nations is seeking to fund its response through three main plans- 
o  $1.74 billion for the 'Strategic Preparedness and Response Plan', which is to address 

immediate health needs.  
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o $7.32 billion for the 'Global Humanitarian Response Plan' , which is to lessen the 
impacts in the world's 50 most vulnerable countries, and 

o  $1 billion for the 'UN framework for the immediate socio-economic response', 
which is to effect rapid recovery potential animal hosts of the virus and reduce 
spillover effects to humans. 

 
COUNTRY SPECIFIC INITIATIVES 
UN is trying to garner international support for countries with limited ability to fund their own 
stimulus packages. It has also calls for debt relief for countries at high risk of, or already in, debt 
distress, especially LDCs, and for the mobilization of concessional finance from multilateral 
development banks and private lenders. Specific initiatives taken for Least Developed Countries, 
Landlocked Developing Countries and Small Island Developing States. 
 
FAILURES OF THE UNITED NATIONS: 
As per U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, “The pandemic is a clear test of international 
cooperation – a test we have essentially failed. There is a disconnect between leadership and power”. 

 The WHO, the only institution that can provide global health leadership has failed miserably. 
Its credibility has taken a severe beating. 

 U.N. Security Council, the most powerful arm of UN, has been conspicuously silent. It has 
been seen as ‘Missing In Action’ in Coronavirus Fight. The Council was rendered ineffective 
due to a bitter standoff between two of its five veto-wielding permanent members — China 
and the United States — over the origin of the pandemic. 

o UNSC also failed to control disputes and fighting amidst the pandemic in countries 
such as In Syria, Yemen, Libya, Afghanistan, Mali and Colombia, among other hot 
spots. North Korea launched two short-range missiles in recent days, its fourth 
weapons test in a month. 

 Lack of proper funding and human resources from the developed nations. 
 The UN could not prevent hoarding back of essential medicines, vaccines and medical 

equipment’s by the richer nations 
 The UN failed to garner global consensus in favour of invoking compulsory licensing on all 

COVID related essential drugs & medical products 
 
CONCLUSION 

 The Pandemic has highlighted severe fragilities and inequalities within and among nations. 
 The pandemic has put the UN system to the test, demonstrating weaknesses in regard to 

peace and security, sustainable socioeconomic development, and human rights, the three 
core mission areas of the organization. 

 Coming out of this crisis will require a whole-of-society, whole-of-government and whole-
of-the-world approach driven by compassion and solidarity. 

 António Guterres pleaded for a unified global response as many nations turn inward and seal 
each other off in an effort to contain the virus.  

 United Nations is what nations make of it. Its success depends on the will of the people as 
its resources, power and obedience of its rules, all depends on the member states. 
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Q.8) a) Highlight the role of International Organizations and non-governmental agencies in 
bringing about greater gender equality. 
 
ANSWER: 
With the growth of international organizations [ IOs], supranational bodies and international NGOs 
[INGOs], International politics have moved away from state-centric view to global politics. With this, 
the issues like gender equality, human rights and environment, etc  do not remain the concerns of 
states only, but they are being taken care of by IOs and INGOs. 
 
IOs and INGOs are based on the concept of functionalism and neo-functionalism and take up issues 
neglected by the states by adopting methods like lobbying, conducting programs and activities, 
coordinating with governments and agencies, etc. Since structures of gender inequality contribute to 
women’s subordination, therefore state, civil society, IOs and INGOs must work together to break 
down the structures of gender inequality. 
 
Issues taken up- The priority areas are - combating gender stereotypes, especially in the media; 
equal access to justice, combating violence against women; increasing participation and decision-
making in state, corporate organizations, IOs etc; gender mainstreaming in developmental projects, 
engendering hitherto male dominated academic disciplines with feminist perspectives, etc 
Functions:  

 serving as permanent institutions & platforms of conference diplomacy and academic debates 
& discussions  

 enable states to take concerted action, which requires some measure of ‘pooled’ sovereignty 
 Establish frameworks & mechanisms through which states pursue their gender equality 

initiatives  
 
Some Major IOs & INGOs & their contributions 

 United Nations 
o Gender Equality was made part of international human rights law by the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, 1948. 
o UN Fourth World Conference on Women [1995] in Beijing - established gender 

mainstreaming as the major global strategy for ensuring the incorporation of gender 
perspectives in all areas of societal development and the promotion of gender 
equality 

o ECOSOC -mainstreaming a gender perspective into all policies and programmes in 
the United Nations system, making the UN accountable for gender equality and 
women’s empowerment. 

o UN Women- leads, coordinates and promotes accountability of the United Nations 
system in its work on gender equality and the empowerment of women. It provides 
guidance and technical support to all Member States on gender mainstreaming, 
gender equality and the empowerment and rights of women and girls. 

o UNFCCC’s Green Climate Fund has Gender Policy and Gender Action Plan, has a 
specific Policy on the Protection from Sexual Exploitation, Sexual Abuse, and Sexual 
Harassment. 

 World Bank- Since 1994, the World Bank has recognized the important role that gender 
equality plays in reducing poverty levels, improving women’s health, education, and 
empowerment in the family improves a country’s economic and social development 

o The World Bank Group’s Gender Strategy 2016-2023 promotes economic 
empowerment, recognises gender safeguards and promises to combat and prevent 
gender-based violence. It prioritises combating violence against women, especially in 
developing countries 
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 IMF- gives emphasis on women's empowerment through training, technical advice, and peer-
learning workshops with country authorities. 

 International Labour Organization [ILO] –  
o WE EMPOWER initiative- for multi-stakeholder dialogues in G7 countries and the EU 

to exchange knowledge, experiences, good practices and lessons learned 
o promotes equal opportunities for women and men to obtain decent work.  
o Ensure fairly paid productive work in conditions of freedom, equity, security and 

human dignity 
o Promote and realize standards and fundamental principles and rights at work 
o Enhance the coverage and effectiveness of social protection 

 Council of Europe - formulation of a strong legal and policy framework for gender equality 
-It established Gender Equality Commission to ensure the mainstreaming of gender equality 
into all Council of Europe policies and to bridge the gap between commitments made at 
international level and the reality of women in Europe.  

 The Association for Women’s Rights in Development (AWID) is an international organization 
working to achieve gender equality and women’s human rights across the word. 

 Center for Reproductive Rights- to use the power of law to advance reproductive rights as 
fundamental human rights around the world 

 Women for Women International is an international women’s rights organization that 
supports the most marginalized women in countries affected by war and conflict 

 The Men Engage Alliance - works on engaging men and boys in gender equality and tries to 
build and improve the practice on engaging men in achieving gender justice 

 Amnesty International - campaigns for internationally recognized human rights for all & 
fights against violence against women and advocacy for gender equality. 

 
Way Forward 
Though IOs and INGOs are doing a lot of work to promote gender equity & equality, however, there is 
still lot of scope for action. Following are some ways to improve their commitments to gender 
equality- 

 Give voice and agency to project-affected women – IOs should provide access to gender-
specific project information & comply with their own gender standards.   

 Benchmark and promote best practices in gender equality- there is a need for 
benchmarking and mutual learning between various IOs & INGOs to make sure that their 
approaches to gender equality are cutting-edge.  

 Provide a specific and targeted response to gender needs and grievances- to make sure that 
their gender standards are concrete and targeted at specific sectors and groups.  

 Provide a gender-specific response to COVID-19 recovery- COVID-19 pandemic is not 
gender-neutral. Women would have lost 8.1 per cent of their wages in the second quarter of 
2020, compared to 5.4 per cent for men. Women are more exposed to the pandemic as care-
workers and caregivers. 

 Ensure meaningful public participation and consultation for women and women’s 
organisations in the design of projects they will be affected by. 

 Focus on marginalised women, especially in developing and conflict-affected countries- 
most disadvantaged women, such as women with disabilities and those living in conflict-
affected countries and non-democratic regimes must be the key concern. 
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b) Compare and contrast European integration and the emerging process of regional cooperation 
in Africa. 
 
Answer: 
European Union (EU) has long been the most developed model of regional integration & the 
architects of AU undoubtedly relied on the EU template. As Africa’s success story is attracting the 
word, scholars are getting interested in comparison of Africa’s model of regionalism with that of 
Europe’s. 
Regionalism, based on the concept of functionalism, is a process trough which geographical regions 
become significant political and/or economic units, with aim of regional cooperation & integration 
among the member states over a range of issues – Economic, political, security, and so on.  
 
Similarities 

 Both are examples of regional integration based on the concept of functionalism & neo-
functionalism 

 Both are based on concept of shared/pooled sovereignty  
 Both stand for international cooperation, environment conservation, human rights, rule of 

law & democracy 
 Both have two main economies as the main drivers for the integration- while France and 

Germany the two main drivers of EU, Nigeria and South Africa drive the AU 
 Both aim to defend the sovereignty, integrity, and independence of the member states 
 Both aim to promote peace, freedom, equality, dignity, security, and social justice; establish a 

free market area & balanced economic growth 
 
Differencest 
Birth/origin-  

 EU was born as an economic union [as European Economic & Steel Community, 1952]  
 AU began Organisation of African Unity in 1963, as a political union, a pan-African movement  

 
Aims & Objectives:  

 Main aims EU:  
o take Europe out of scourge of Wars with a desire to establish a “zone of peace & 

prosperity” in Europe 
o respect for international law, protect environment & establish economic and 

monetary union with euro as its currency. 

 Main aims of AU- 
o Ending the menace of colonialism and Imperialism, promote self-government & 

respect territorial boundaries.  
o greater unity, cohesion and solidarity among member states; defend the 

sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence of its Member States; political and 
social-economic integration, 

 
External Push-  

 USA was a big push factor which help formation of EU so as to contain communism and 
establish liberal world order 

 EU has heavily influenced the development of regionalism in Africa mainly through teaching 
and support 
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Level of Political Integration-  
 in EU, the level of political integration is high, having European parliament with direct 

election of 705 members 
 AU has Pan-African Parliament (PAP), composed of 265 elected representatives from all 55 AU 

states. But the level of shared sovereignty is much lesser as compared to that of EU 
 
Level of Economic Integration- 

 The European Union, for example, represents a complete economic integration. It has   
customs union, common market, and monetary union  

 AU only recently [2018] established the African Continental Free Trade Area, which is the 
first stage in economic and monetary integration. 

 
Funding –  

 EU members provide 100% of EU funding.  
 two sources of funding, yearly contributions of African member states [about 41%] and aid 

from international donors [59%]. 
 
Autonomy-  

 Since EU funds themselves, it is highly independent. They make their own decisions.  
 AU members do not call all the shots. Those who provide the fundings can dictate what Africa 

should and should not do. 
 
Organizations & Bodies within the Union-  

 The EU is much more organized and polished. It is a mix of national, International and 
supranational principles, with an outward looking body. It now has its own security and 
foreign policy. 

 The African Union is a much looser association, whose members are also part of regional 
economic and political blocs. Each of the 5 regions has their equivalent regional economic 
blocs.  

 
Successes & Failures 

 EU has achieved the goal of political federation [European Parliament]. It has almost got rid of 
wars and has secured long lasting peace in Europe. It is now an economic and monetary 
union, with 17 out of 27 EU members having Euro as their currency. It also has freedom of 
movement & residence [Maastricht Treaty 1992 

 As per Abdulrahman Adamu [Comparative Analysis Of AU & EU: Challenges And Prospects] - 
Africa has poor record in following through on intra – continental agreements/treaties, 
where it seems they are more content with launching new initiatives than delivering on 
results. 

 
Preconditions for membership-  

 the preconditions for membership into EU are a stable democracy and the rule of law, a 
functioning market economy and the acceptance of all EU legislation. 

 But in case of AU, there are no such strict preconditions. Any African member can join the 
union. The main focus here is on brotherhood and solidarity, in a larger unity transcending 
ethnic and national Differences 

 
Conclusion 
Thus, we can conclude that the AU is still a “work-in progress” . It has miles to go before it could 
come anywhere near to EU. AU has no single visa, no single market, no single currency, and having a 
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common parliament is a pipedream. Although the architects of the AU undoubtedly relied on the EU 
template, the two entities are not only spatially apart, but temporally (Fifty years) apart  
No other regional body is anywhere near the EU in terms of political or economic cooperation, let 
alone integration. AU must learn from EU model of integration, but there is no need of blind imitation. 
Suitable modifications must be made into the EU model so as to suit the unique needs of Africa. 
 
c) How does 2015 Paris climate deal seek to deal with challenge of governance of global commons? 
 

 
Answer: 
The Paris Agreement under the UNFCCC sets out a global framework to avoid dangerous climate 
change and provides a mechanism to govern the global commons by setting up institutions and 
mechanisms to limit global warming to well below 2°C and mitigating GHG emissions. 
 
Need to Better Governance of Global Commons- 
As the world becomes more interdependent, governance of the global commons, is increasingly 
becoming difficult. Deepening economic globalization, and increasing migration, trade and capital 
flows, and climate change has increased pressure on the global commons.  

 According to a report by the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), the biodiversity has 
been mismanaged so badly that 60% of the lost resources can never be recouped. 

 The spread of zoonotic diseases like Covid-19, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, biodiversity 
reduction, overfishing; and the accumulation of plastic waste are some of the problems within 
the scope of global commons. 

 Multilateral Negotiations on Climate Change and other global commons over decades have 
had limited success. 

 
What are Global Commons? 
Global Commons refers to those resource domains that do not fall within the jurisdiction of any one 
particular country, and to which all nations have access – make individual States more susceptible to 
policies adopted by others.  
International law identifies four global 
commons, namely the High Seas, the 
Atmosphere, the Antarctica and the Outer 
Space. Resources of interest or value to the 
welfare of the community of nations – such as 
tropical rain forests and biodiversity - have 
lately been included among the traditional set 
of global commons as well. 
Paris Deal [CoP 21], 2015 and Global 
Commons: 
The Paris Agreement aims to limit global warming to well below 2°C and pursuing efforts to limit it to 
1.5°C in the long term. It also aims to strengthen countries’ ability to deal with the impacts of climate 
change. 
 

Approach: 
1. Intro- relation of Paris deal with global commons 
2. Paris deal-basics & Global commons basics 
3. How is Paris Agreement conserving & protecting global commons 
4. Future & Challenges 
5. Conclusion 
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Governance of the Global Commons is being dealt under the global commons in the following ways- 
 The Atmosphere- 

o Peak the global emissions as soon as possible, recognising that this will take longer 
for developing countries; 

o Mitigation strategies- emissions reductions and moving towards carbon neutrality 
o Country specific measures and targets [INDCs] for example, India’s PANCHAMRIT 

declared at COP 26  
 High Seas- Despite being the largest biosphere on Earth and a central component of the 

climate system, the ocean has not featured in previous Agreements.   
o The Paris Agreement includes recognition for the ocean within the Preamble and in 

the Agreement itself, under the banner of Ecosystem Integrity 
o 1.5° C has been acknowledged as the highest rise tolerable to avoid irreversible 

acidification and to protect vulnerable ecosystems such as coral reefs and vulnerable 
people such as those living on islands 

o The ocean comes under SDG 14 
 The Antarctica & Southern Ocean- this region is witnessing ecosystem modification & it has 

lowest capacities to tolerate warming extinction 
o Paris Agreement temperature targets can slow or stop the onset of these 

instabilities-prevent Ice-sheet retreat & the resulting rise in mean sea level 
o Promoting sustainable science and tourism in Antarctica 

 The Outer Space- there is not much information available with respect to climate change and 
its impact on outer space. Hence, nothing significant has been done. 

 
Challenges of governing the global commons- 

 Multilateral Negotiations on Climate Change and other global commons over decades have 
had limited success. Although we have a good idea of what kind of governance might be 
successful at the local community level, these insights do not directly address the challenges 
we face on a global scale. 

 Another possible reason is that countries are selfish to their own cause. Hence, they do not 
pay much heed to the alarming conditions of global commons. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 In a more interdependent world, a more coherent, transparent and representative global 
governance regime will be critical to achieve sustainable development in all its dimensions 
– economic, social, and environmental. 

 Therefore, increased coherence, coordination and collective decision-making at the global 
level, grounded in international human rights standards and guided by common good 
approach, are necessary.  

 The COVID pandemic is an unprecedented wake-up call, laying bare deep inequalities and 
exposing precisely the failures that are addressed in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development and the Paris Agreement on climate change. At this moment of crisis, bold steps 
can steer the world onto a more sustainable path. 
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